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Election Results
The TRIPOD elected a new Editorial and Managerial Board at a
general staff meeting last Sunday in the Jackson offices of the
newspaper, outgoing Editor-in-Chief Marc S. Blumenthal announced. The new Board will serve for the Trinity Term of 1978.
Current News Editor Alice O'Connor was elected to the post of
Editor-in-Chief and Seth Price was re-elected as Managing Editor.
Andrew Walsh was chosen as News Editor and Brian Crockett will
be the new Connecticut Editor. Designated as Arts Editor was
Suzanne Blancaflor. Nick Noble was re-elected as Sports Editor and
Scott M. Leventhal was chosen as Photography Editor.
Also elected were Copy Editors Dick Dahling and Jim
Longenbach and Contributing Editors Gary Abramson, Alan Levine
and Eric Samuelson.
Brian Thomas was re-elected as Business-Circulation Manager,
Amy Polayes was again chosen as Announcements Manager and
James Essey as Advertising Manager.
This issue of the TRIPOD is the last under Blumenthal's
leadership. The TRIPOD will not publish on November 29, 1977.
The final issue of the semester will appear on December 6,1977.

The purpose of the Phonothon
is to raise money for the College's
Alumni Fund. According to Al

Burfeind, assistant director of
development, this money is used to
supplement other sources of income such as tuition, endowment,
and grants. Burfeind says that these
funds maintain the College's
academic program and make
possible the high quality of
education at Trinity.
The College officially estimates
that this year the cost of educating
each undergraduate is $1850.00
more
than
the
cost
of
tuition. The Alumni Fund is a
significant factor in closing this gap
between tuition and the actual cost
of undergraduate education, says
Burfeind.
The Alumni Fund is but one of
several major fund-raising efforts
undertaken by the College. Over
the past three years, the College
has raised over twelve million
dollars in the Campaign for Trinity
Values. Over one half this amount
came from alumni. Now that this
major effort has been successfully
completed, Burfeind feels that the
College can again focus its attention towards the annual fund
raising needs. He feels that "a
student aid in these endeavors is an
important element in their
success."

Thanksgiving Schedule
Dormitories will be open during Thanksgiving vacation. From
10:00 p.m. Wednesday, November 23rd to 12:00 noon Sunday,
November 27th, only one door in each residence hall will be
unlocked.
Sign-up at the Front Desk of Mather Campus Center if you are
going to be on campus during vacation. This procedure is for your
safety. Move in with a friend if you will be alone in an area.
Meals - The last meal served in the dining room will be
Wednesday night, November 23rd. Meal plan will resume Sunday
night, November 27th. The Cave will close Wednesday, November
23rd at 7:00 p.m. and reopen Sunday, November 27th at 10:00 a.m.
Emergency Situation - Call 527-3151. The college telephone will
be covered 24 hours a day.
Security - 1. Lock all windows and doors. 2. Shut off lights and
disconnect appliances. 3. Store bikes in rooms. 4. Take valuables
home.
.
Nurses are on call the entire week-end. Call 527-3151 for
information.
Take pets home and leave them there. Persons returning with
pets will be fined $50 and removal of pets from campus will be
required.
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Pye On China's Future
by Eric Samuelson
What is your image of China?
Or perhaps I should say, what is
your "myth" of China? Each of us
has our myths of China; then there
are the realities of China as the
Chinese live them. This was but
one of the questions raised by
Professor Lucian Pye of MIT in his
Mead Lecture in Political Science,
"China's Choices in Modernization
and Culture," last Thursday night.
The distinguished political scientist
and Asian scholar addressed a
small but fascinated audience of
faculty, students, and
administrators.
Most recently, Professor Pye
returned from his third trip to the

Alumni Phoning At Hand
by Kenneth S. Grossman
Each year, as many as one
hundred students participate in the
College's Alumni Fund Phonothon.
For these students, the Phonothons
have become somewhat of a
special tradition, much like supporting the football team in its
annual game against Wesleyan, In
talking to students who have
phoned in the past, the reasons for
volunteering most often mentioned
were the desire to help the College,
and to have an enjoyable experience doing so.
Speaking of the most recent
Alumni Fund Phonothon, held in
September, Alice O'Connor '80,
said, "I enjoyed the challenge of
convincing Alumni to donate to
Trinity as much as they could. I felt
that I was doing something for the
school in a way that I don't usually
contribute." Bob Carey 78, had
this to say, "Our Alumni are an
interesting group. I had a great
time talking to them. Some wanted
to talk about Trinity all night, and a
few offered me sales jobs or told
me to use my persuasiveness as a
lawyer."
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Student Phonothon volunteers
aid the Alumni Fund in a unique
way. Past experiences have shown
that alumni are often pleasantly
surprised to receive a call from a
student asking for a contribution to
Trinity. "The effect of a personal
appeal is immense" says Burtemd.
"A call from a student demonstrates to the alumnus that his own
contribution is duly appreciated at
the College, and not just lost in the
shuffle."
Student fund raising volunteers
represent a rebuff to the popular
notions that students are disinterested and opposed to certain
institutions. President Lockwood
feels this to be an important result
of the Phi othons. He stated that,
"I've beer rvoud of every student
who has lelped in these student
Phonothons. When undergraduates
step forward to help Trinity in this
way, it makes quite an impression
on the person being called. It
conveys a positive image about
what Trinity students are like
today."
In calling on behalf of the
Alumni Fund, the student
phonothoner has the diplomatic
task of reminding the alumnus to
contribute to Trinity this year.
There is also the need to persuade
an alumnus to increase his gift to
the College. The Phonothon
unquestionably challenges the
student's skill to persuade the
alumnus to give generously. Al
Burfeind, who is in charge of
organizing the Phonothon, says
this: "The Phonothons are an
opportunity to help the College by
raising money to support the
current year's academic program,
and to create good will among our
alumni. Many of those who participate find the Phonothons entertaining and challenging. They
offer a chance to test, in a fairly
non-threatening way, one's ability
to communicate with strangers and
older people and one's ability to
speak persuasively. Some students,
though not all, have set thejr own
personal goals for fund-raising for
an evening, and have thoroughly
cont. on page 3

People's Republic of China, where
he traveled to several provinces
and met with Chinese leaders,
including Teng Hsiao-ping, the
number two man in China's power
structure. The short, crew-cut Mr.
Teng is familiar to many
Americans from his appearances
on television during former
President Ford's China trip in
December, 1975.
To return to the question of
myths, Dr. Pye began his talk by
suggesting that China is more myth
than reality to us—almost too big
to be real—and yet the Chinese
continue to undermine our
changing images of China.
Westerners first thought of China
as rich "Cathay," but we have
found China to be a poor country.
We praised and supported Chiang
Kai-shek's
Kuomintang
or
Nationalist Party, but then found it
to be corrupt. We first thought of
the Chinese Communists as
agrarian reformers, and were then
shocked by their hard-line
communism.
As the Chinese have also found
it difficult to confront a constantly
changing reality, so they have
created their own myths. One of
these was the personality cult of
Mao Tse-tung when, in fact, Mao's
career involved frequent struggles
with political rivals. The Chinese
must also begin to come to
terms with their current reality.
The reality of China today seems
in many ways to be a conflict between our myths versus

their myths. Professor Pye thus
addressed these questions: In what
direction is China moving today?
What is China's position in the
world today?
Henry Kissinger's 1971 trip to
China and President Nixon's
subsequent visit were really
signals that the thaw in
Sino-American relations had
already commenced. Although
an earlier rapprochement was
probably not possible, either for
our reasons or those of the
Chinese, the roots of SinoAmerican detente went back to the
conflict between China and Russia.
Both the threat of war with the
Soviet Union and the attempt to
restore stability after the Cultural
Revolution- resulted in the invitation to America to pursue an
initiative for better relations. On
the American side, disillusionment
with the Vietnam War, the wish to
exploit the Sino-Soviet dispute, and
domestic political considerations
for President Nixon heightened our
interest in China.
Since the end of the Cultural
Revolution in 1969, there has been
a movement in China away from
Mao's vision of an egalitarian
Utopia toward the development of
technological and industrial power.
In the last two years especially,
with the problems of leadership
succession, changes have been
incredibly rapid; Professor Pye
remarked that he has been
"amazed" in his visits at the rate at
cont. on page 14
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Students' Reactions To Housing:
Complaints And Suggestions
South Campus
by Claudia Kozinetz
Residents of Elton and Jones
are relatively satisfied with their
housing. Populated mainly by
freshmen, Elton and Jones are not
the basis of many major complaints; but there were general
comments about the upkeep of the
two dorms.
In Elton, some of the complaints and suggestions about the
maintenance and cleanliness of the
dorm were that the windows
needed to be washed, and that the
garbage cans in the halls should be
emptied more frequently. The
condition of the bathrooms in Elton
seemed to present the most
problems for the residents. There
was a general consensus in the
desire for a single faucet in the sink
for both hot and cold water. Other
comments ranged from, "should
be cleaned more often," "showers
should be rettled," to "they
should be torn out and completely
modernized."
The lounge in Elton is predominantly used for watching T.V.
However, more residents would
use it for various other activities if
it were equipped with decent
lighting and furniture, As for
overcrowding, Elton residents
would definitely like to see the
triples become nonexistent. In
additional comments on improvements, Eltonites suggested that the
walls be painted brighter colors,
(he noise be minimized in the
courtyard between Elton and
Jones, and the mice be extermin-

Crescent Street And New Britain Avenue

ated from the bushes.
by Karen Wackerman
Crossing the way to Jones, one
The
residents of the Crescent
can basically compile the same
Street
and
New Britain Avenue
atitudes toward housing condidorms
are
generally
pleased with
tions. The only problem voiced
where
they
live.
There
were few
about the general maintenance was
that the maintenance crew was major complaints, but there does
often very noisy in the morning, seem to be room for improvement
and has wakened a few of the in a number of areas.
Most residents of the Crescent
residents.
Street dorms complained of weak
Most of the emphasis was
ceilings and floors. In one room,
placed on the condition of the
melted ice from the floor above had
bathrooms in Jones. A few of the
leaked through the ceiling, and in
comments were: "they should be
two
other rooms, part of the ceiling
cleaned more frequently," "the
showers should be individualized," had collapsed.
"1 don't think they did the best
"there should be only one faucet in
the sinks for both the hot and cold job they could have done in
water," and "the pressure of the renovating these buildings," said
water in the showers should be Trish Mairs of 78-80 Crescent
stronger." As for the lounge in the Street.
Insects and rodents do not seem
basement, the residents who use it
say it is fine, but more would use it to be a major problem in these
if it had some furniture.
As for general overall improvements in the dorm, the residents on
the First floor would like a water
by Andrew M. Teitz
fountain, others would like new
On the quad, the majority of
desks and furniture, and, "the rats students are satisfied with their
in the basement and bushes have to rooms and forms. A student in
go.'"
Jarvis says, "I like this dorm a
At this point the South campus lot," while a Cook resident says,
residents of Wheaton, Jackson, "This is a great place to live." And
and Smith are mostly concerned finally a Northam inhabitant exwith getting rid of the construction claims, "I love this dorm."
noise. Before the construction
However, many problems do
began, the residents were very exist, some solvable and some not.
much satisfied with the dorms. The One problem that seems to encomgeneral maintenance is good, the pass the entire quad is "ants and
bathrooms are modernized and rats." With only one exception,
clean. But, the "rats in the everyone interviewed had ants in
bushes definitely have to go."
their room. This ranged from "a
few over in the bookcase" to "ants
everywhere, even ants in the
stereo." One student suggested
are always clogged and it takes B &
that over Thanksgiving or ChristG days to come and fix. something.
mas break all of the dorms along
Security is practically non-existent.
the quad be thoroughly sprayed to
There are hardly any guards and
exterminate the ants.
one student said that she was
As for the rats, about one fourth
scared to even go downstairs to. the
of the people interviewed had seen
laund ry room by herself.
at least one rat since the beginning
Most inhabitants, though, of
of this semester, and over two90-92 Vernon are quite satisfied in
thirds had heard them scurrying
terms of the "spirit" of the dorm.
about in the bushes, especially in
One girl said the atmosphere of
front of Seabury and Mather. One
90-92 Vernon is like a big family. If
first floor resident even had rats in
the building could be renovated
his room. One student said, "I
and the plumbing system imdidn't pay six grand to live with
porved, 90-92 Vernon would be an
rats, like in the slums."
excellent living quarter.

Vernon Street Dorms
by Wendy Sobey
.ma\ti complaint of1 North
Campusers is the distance from the
main campus and the problems this
makes in terms of security and
social activities. With all the recent
assaults, many North Campusers
expressed the desire for tighter
security. The walk to the library,
late at night, although it is not
extremely far, is a hassie. One
suggestion for next year is that the
cm-rent President's house, which
will next year be the English
department, be used as a study
area at night. Some students feel
that there should be more social
activities between the dorms. In
general, they felt that the spirit of
the dorm is good.
Most High Rise inhabitants did
not complain about security. They
feel that security's attempts to
protect High Risers is a waste of
time. One student remarked about
how ridiculous it is that security
will lock one door and then leave
three open.
Since there are no Freshmen in
High Rise, the students feel
differently than North Campusers
on the question of dorm activities.
Although some students think that
there should be some social
activities in the dorm, most do not
see any need for dorm parties.
High Rise would be a lonely place
for freshmen because there is no
communal spirit, but for independent upperclassmen, it's fine.
Maintenance is solely up to the
students since they have to clean
their own bathrooms. One complaint, though, was that the
elevator breaks down quite often,
which can be a problem. Also, the
washers and dryers of High Rise
which North Campusers must also
use, often break down. The dryers
arc not very efficient and there is
usually a long wait for the use of
cither machine.
Most complaints of 90-92 Vernon concerned maintenance and
security. Although the halls are
kept clean, the plumbing in the
bathrooms is disgraceful. Drains

International
Journalist Speaks
Mr. Wilfred Burchett, one of
the great journalists and war
correspondents of our era, will
speak
on
Tuesday
November 29, at 4:00 p.m., in
Life Sciences Auditorium,
An Australian, Mr. Burchett
began his journalistic career during
the 1930's covering the ChinaJapanese war for the London Times
and other publications. He was the
first Western journalists in Hiroshima after the A-bomb attack; he
was stationed in North Korea
throughout much of the Korean
war; he met Ho Chi Nimh during
the battle of Dien Bien Phu; he was
stationed subsequently in the
USSR, Cambodia, Algeria and in
many other countries until the early
I960's, when he was the first
journalist to report from the
liberated areas of South Vietnam.
Burchett is also the biographer of
Norodom Sihanouk and Ho Chi
Minh and his conversations with
Choi-En-lai have provided insights
into the former Chinese leader.
In more recent years, he has
reported from China, reunified
Vietnam, Portugal, the Middle
East, Mozambique, Angola, Japan,
North Korea and Laos. The author
of thousands of articles and over 25

books published in more than two
dozen languages, Mr. Burchett will
speak on "People's Liberation:
Vietnam and Angola." His appearance at Trinity is sponsored by the
American Studies Program, the
Economics Department, the Intercultural Studies Program, the
International Relations Program,
the Trinity World Affairs Association, and the Lecture Committee.
The lecture is free and open to the
public.

Interested Photographers
There will be an important
meeting for all Tripod Photographers on Tuesday, Nov, 22,
at 6:45, in the Tripod Office,
located in Jackson lounge. All
photographers who are interested in contributing this year
are expected to attend. This
meeting is open to all photographers on campus; if you
can hold a camera, and the
exciting world of photojournalism appeals to you, then plan
to attend.

dorms. Some residents of the New
Britain Avenue apartments complained of roaches, but they seem
to accept this as a typical problem
for apartments.
Many residents of the Crescent
Street dorms are concerned about
security. The recent assault of a
Trinity student in the area has
caused residents, especially
women, to worry about the poorly
lit areas around the dorms. Students in the apartments on New
Britain Avenue, however, feel that
security in their dorms is excellent.
Although the students in apartments (111 Crescent, 194-96 New
Britain and 216 New Britain) enjoy
the privacy they find there, some
students in the Crescent Street
dorms regret that they don't meet
many people since they live in

separate apartments.'They would
like to see a common room or
lounge built in one of the dorms.
Brock Veidenheimer, Connor Seabrook, and Paul Sperry, of 82-84
Crescent Street, suggested converting the basement of one of the
dorms into a lounge.
In spite of these complaints,
almost all of the residents interviewed seem happy with their
living arrangements. They enjoy
the privacy and independence of
apartment-style living, and most
admit that they were aware of some
of the disadvantages - such as
infrequent contact with fellow
residents and the distance from the
center of campus for the students
in the New Britain Avenue apartments - when they applied for
rooms there.

The Quad
There were no complaints or
worries about security, excepting
those who live in first floor rooms.
Security was praised in two instances for their prompt response
and one student told of how "they
were here before I even got off the
phone from calling them." Likewise there were no complaints
about the maintenance and cleanliness of the buildings where it was
the concern of the janitors, who
were cited for doing a good job.
Responses about B&G were
mixed. One student called B&G on
two separate occasions concerning
a faulty radiator and B&G arrived
the same day to remedy the
problem. Another student .has
complained repeatedly to B&G
regarding" a steaming radiator in
his room. Despite the student's
numerous complaints, B&G responded once-belatedly. Still other
students complained of the badly
cracking and peeling ceilings in
Jarvis.
A major problem is the First
floor heat in Jarvis and Northam.
"This place is a sweatbox, we
always have to leave a window
open and then in the morning I
wake up with a sore throat,"
complaines one Northam student.
"If I don't leave a window open
constantly then the temperature
goes over 80° in my room," says
another student. Thus, a tremendous amount of energy is wasted
and students suffer great discomfort.
Finally, the condition of the
men's bathroom on the second
floor of Northam can only be
described as a disgrace. New floor
and wall tiles are needed, along
with a great deal of cleaning work.
When it came to overcrowding,
there were few complaints since
either the rooms were large or the
people knew what they were
getting into beforehand. One girl in
a Jarvis single put it very succintly
when she said, "I like being oh the
quad more than I dislike the small
size of the room," Another student
said of the Cook suites, "the
bedrooms may be small, but the
living rooms are great." There was
some complaint about the lack of
sufficient bathroom facilities :•• in
Cook and Woodward and on the
upper floors of Jarvis. One suggestion was that the extra bathroom in
the Jarvis lounge be cleaned up
from its now filthy state so that it
also could be used.
Among the five dorms on the
quad, only Jarvis has an operable
lounge. There were suggestions
that it be "completed." At present
there is only a TV set (with out an
antenna), one couch and one
bench, with a pingpong table in the
other room. More furniture is desired and many students asked for

vending machines to be installed,
Also the general atmosphere is
rather stark and it was suggested
that there should be some carpeting and possibly some more
decoration.
In the dorms without lounges
there were mixed reactions. In
Northam, there was a feeling that
the rooms were so big they didn't
need a lounge and that most
students were seniors anyway and
already had their circle of friends.
In Cook, some students felt that
their living rooms were sufficient,
"but a ping-pong table would be
nice." Other students, particularly
lower classmen, felt very strongly
that there should be more commonroom facilities, although this tyas
qualified with the comment, that,
"In good weather, we've, one gteat
big lounge right outside the door."
When asked about dorm activities and the use of the activity
funds, the students' main answer
was, "yes we would like to have
some activities, but what should we
do?" There already have been a
few parties. Currently, Northam is
planning a Christmas party and
Jarvis is racked with dissension.
The first floor has seceded from the
rest of the dorm, and in general
there is disagreement whether to
have something big in a place like
Hamlin Hall or to have some small
scale activities in the dorm itself.
Finally the question of "morale
and dorm feeling" was asked.
While it seems that everyone is
pretty happy on an individual
basis, there is some disagreement
as to how friendly and "dormlike
the dorms actually are. In Northam, because of its small size, the
feeling was that morale was
"pretty good since, after all
everybody knows everyone else.
In Goodwin, Woodward, and Cook
some said "there is no feeling at
all; we are all strangers." Others
said that things weren't that bad.
particularly since some parts of the
these dorms are nearly filled witn
people who were already friends
before moving there. In Jarvis, the
feeling was also mixed. Some saw
the morale was good, others saifl
there was none. One person said,
"everyone is pretty separate
while one floor and two sections
away another student saWi
"Everyone is pretty together."
In conclusion, it seems that
there are some very bad problems
such as the rats and ants, and some
problems peculiar to each dorm.
Despite this, everyone seems content, with some exceptions, w"
their dorm and room. In fact, tner
was perhaps one universal suggestion make on how to improve
things. "People should be more
tolerant of others".
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Library Displays
Children's Books
by Kathy Bowden

and a work entitled, "The School of
This month an exhibition of Good Manners." Of particular note
mid-nineteenth century books for in this first third of the display is a
children opened at the Trumbull book published in 1837 in the
Room of the Trinity College Dakota language entitled "Wiconi
Library. Compiled by Mrs. Mar- Owihanke WanninTanin Kin," Dr.
garet Sax of the Watkinson Library, Isacc Watts' second catechism for
the display contains over 100 children, which is one of several
exhibits which are arranged in books written in Indian languages
three main categories: those books featured in this exhibition.
which aspired to edify, those
Many of the books produced for
designed to educate, and those
children in the nineteenth century
which sought to entertain.
were devoted to scholastic learnThe belief that children's books ing. For the second section of the
should exist only as a means of display, Mrs. Sax has gathered a
instilling suitable morals and man- variety of textbooks dealing with
ners upon young readers was such subjects as geography, gramwidely held in the nineteenth mar, history and arithmetic, which
century and is reflected in many combine to give a vivid picture of
of the books being shown in the school life during this period.
Trumbull Room. The first section of
From 1820 to 1860 the idea of a
the display is devoted to those literature of entertainment for
books which treated the subjects of children became increasingly acreligion, morals and etiquette, and cepted. Reflecting this change in
includes, among others, a hiero- attitude, the exhibition contains a
glyphical Bible, published in 1815, number of children's novels, pica book entitled, "Morals for the ture books and collections of fairy
Young, or, Good Principles Instill- stories. The idea of instruction as
ing Wisdom," by Emma Willard well as entertaining, however, was

far from abandoned. Authors such
as Jacob Abbot continued to write
with a desire to teach as well as to
amuse, as can be seen with Abbot's
work, "Marco Polo's Travels and
Adventures in the Pursuit of
Knowledge," published in 1848.
Supplemented by a series of
Currier and Ives prints and pictures
from contemporary books and
periodicals, the exhibition provides
a valuable and intriguing insight
into nineteenth century America.
At the same time, the display also
serves as a reminder of the vast
resources of the Watkinson Library, for all the books now on
show in the Trumbull Room are
drawn from this collection of almost
150,000 volumes, many of them
coming from the Henry Barnard
Collection of American school
books J u s t one of numerous special
collections held by The Watkinson.
The exhibition will run until
January of next year and is open
from. 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. on
weekdays.

Fader: Horizons Of Future

by Jonathon Goodwin

.•else.

The duration of a Horizon's
lecture is brief. When one has
much to say, the necessarily
concentrated nature of the lecture
can provide a challenge to both the
lecturer (in composing) and the
listener (in comprehending). Dr.
Fader's lecture, Prolegomena to
Any Future, delivered last Tuesday
in the Washington Room at 8:00
p.m., is a case in point.
In the short span of 60 minutes,
Dr. Larry Fader, assistant professor of religion, presented what
could amount to no more than notes
concerning a subject with which
most members of the audience
were unfamiliar. The lecture
focused on the circumstances that
surround a confrontation between
cultures with different religious
world-views.
The lecture may be divided into
roughly three sections. In the first,
Fader chronicled a sample confrontation: The West meeting Japanese
Zen Buddhism. Spanning a time
period from the Christian missionaries to Japan in the 16th and 17th
centuries to the World's Parliament of religions held in Chicago in
1893, Fader demonstrated that the
relationship has been frequently
marked with hostility, ignorance
and ethnocentrism.
One of Fader's lengthier examples focused on various reactions to the attendance at the
Parliament of Zen master Abbot
Shaku Soyen. Shaku Soyen's interest and scholarship in Western
culture and sciences was sharply
criticized by many Japanese traditionalists.
Similarly,
many
Christians considered his visit to be
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a pagan invasion. Nonetheless, true inter-religious or intercultural
Soyen's example helped to change confrontation, we put ourselves on
the predominant western opinions the line."
concerning Buddhism and the
In the third section, Fader
nature of religion. Buddhism need concluded by discussing the relenot be theistic to be considered a vance of this topic to our current
great world religion.
situation. Despite the widespread
In the second section of his talk, recognition in the "sick sixties" of
Fader tried to explain, in Buddhist global problems of immediate
terms, the human defensive reac- concern, the seventies has been
tions that often attend genuine marked by an attitude of recultural confrontations. The crux of trenchment and isolation. Within
the problem is that, as human, we the context of our culture and the
are by nature both limited and homogeneity to be found at Triniyt,
imperfect. This state, claims it is easy as students to be
Fader, is the source of both our complacent in our views and
religious nature and the problem ignorant of the views of others. By
we often are to ourselves. So refusing, or being unable, to
typical is the manner in which we explore other world-views we
attach ourselves by faith alone to run the risk of misunderstanding
certain doctrines and ways of such pressing global problems as
thinking. In this way, we hope to overpopulation, pollution and
escape our limited nature. We can racism. Should we, by ignorance or
be successful only as long as we are neglect, be unable to solve these
not confronted with a valid, but problems, we may fact the "painful
contradictory world-view to that we possibility that there will be no
hold. Thus the danger is that "in future."

Weaver Speaks On
Loyalists In Connecticut
by Eric Samuclson

wer of Anglicans in the state
undermined the conservative alliLast Tuesday afternoon Pro- ance and as conflict increased
fessor Glenn Weaver delivered the during the 1770s, Tories and
annual Lewis lecture on "Loyalists conservatives were expelled from
in Connecticut during the Revolu- existing parties. With the increastion.1' Professor Weaver analyzed ing number of radicals, Tories and
the split between radicals and Loyalists were subjected to harassconservatives over the issues of the ment and mob action. Some of the
Revolution and the Loyalists' subs- loyalists, who worked actively
equent role and treatment during against the Revolution, fled Connthe Revolution.
ecticut but most were not wealthy,
During the religious revival of being artisans, and were not able to
the Great Awakening in Connecti- emigrate.
cut, a split developed between two
The American Revolution, Dr.
groups of Congregationalism the
Weaver concluded, might be seen
conservatives siding with Anglias an ideological clash between
cans in western Connecticut and
those who supported tradition and
the refprmers forming their own
those who supported the cause of
group in eastern Connecticut.
the French Enlightenment.
These groups divided in their
response to the Stamp Act of 1765;
OPEN MEETING
the Anglicans and conservatives
Dean's Advisory Comcomplained but supported the Act,
mittee will have an open
and the radicals and reformers
meeting for all interested
opposed the Act. These groups
students. The topic of discuswere possibly the origins of politision will be determined by
cal parties in Connecticut. From
student interest.
this episode Jonathan Trumbull
Come and Bring A Friend
gained fame and the Sons of
Liberty and radicals won out.
4:00-6:00
Faculty Lounge Nov. 22,1977

Little Tom Thumb Is one of several children's books on display at the
Watkinson Library.
photo by Myron Cud*

Eisenstaedt To Lecture And
Show Famous Photographs
Alfred Eisenstaedt, generally
regarded as the father of photojournalism, will deliver the eleventh annual Martin W. Clement
Lecture on Thursday, December 1.
His talk, "Eisenstaedt's World of
Photos," will be accompanied by
slides of some of his most famous
photographs. The lecture will be
held at 8:00 p.m. in the Goodwin
Theatre of the Austin Arts Center.
The event is free and open to the
public.
A native of Germany, Eisenstaedt has been a working photographer since the 1920s. He has
had more of his pictures published
than any other photographer now
living.
A staff member of "Life" for 36
years, the^ magazine's entire span
of publication, Eisenstaedt was
already internationally known
when he came to the United States
in 1935. Among his most celebrated early photos were his series
on the teeming street life of the
poor of Les Halles, the great
market of Paris; and the historic
meeting of Mussolini and Hitler in
1934. For "Life," he communicated the human aspect of World
War II in such photos as those of

servicemen bidding good-bye to
their loved ones at Pennsylvania
Station, Japanese Premier Hideki
Tojo walking to his war crimes trial
and, in perhaps his most famous
picture, a sailor exuberantly
sweeping a girl in a kiss during the
V-J celebration in Times Square on
September 2,1945.
Best known as a portraitist,
Eisenstaedt's work has appeared in
every leading photographic magazine in the world. In 1966-67, a
large solo exhibit of his photos
called "Wilderness to Our Time"
toured the U.S. and attracted
record attendance.
His books include "Witness to
Our Time" (1966), "The Eye of
Eisenstaedt" (1969), "Martha's
Vineyard" (1970), "Witness to
Nature" (1971), and "People"
(1973).
The recipient of many photography awards, Eisenstaedt is
currently a contributor to "People"
magazine.
The Clement Lectures were
established in 1967 by the Epsilon
Chapter of Delta Psi Fraternity in
memory of Martin W. Clement,
Trinity Class of 1901.

Alumni Fund Raising
cont. from page 1
been selected by the Dana
enjoyed their own success."
Foundation to receive a challenge
Last year, student phoners took grant, and we see this as an excredit for raising $44,000 and pression of confidence in the
generating 1300 pledges to the College and in our ability to win
Alumni Fund. The record total greater support from alumni. I'm
raised on a single night was grateful for the way students are
$17,000. During 1976-77, the fund helping us achieve our goals."
raised $258,000 for the College.
This term, the Alumni Fund
The goal for this year's Alumni Phonothon will be heJd on
Fund is $325,000. Trinity has Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
received from the Charles A. Dana and Thursday evenings, December
Foundation a challenge grant to 5-8. Preceding each phoning
raise this amount by June 30, 1978. session, there will be a cocktail
The grant stipulates that if the hour and buffet dinner in Hamlin
alumni contribute $300,000 to the Hall sponsored by the College for
Alumni Fund, Trinity will receive a the phoners.
$50,000 bonus from the foundation.
The Phonothon will be held, as
Also, the foundation will match it has in the past, in the offices of a
every dollar contributed over major
insurance
company
$300,000, up to a $25,000 downtown.
Through
their
maximum. And for every dollar generosity, the Phonothon has
over $26,000 contributed by the access to approximately 35 phones.
class of 1967 to 1977, the College Al Burfeind expects that all the
will receive a matching dollar, up lines will be used and that the
to a $10,000 maximum. Finally, the December Phonothon has the
grant provides a bonus of $2,000 potential to be the most successful
for each percentage increase over ever.
participation last year among
He has asked that all interested
alumni. Thus, the Trinity Alumni students contact a member of the
Fund has the potential to raise over student organizing committee
$400,000 for the College this year. before November 20, The members
Referring
to the
Dana of the committee are: Heidi Green.
Challenge and student support of Box 522; Alex Moorrees. Box 818;
fund-raising activities, President Debbie Sikkel, Box 623; and Ken
Lockwood stated: "This year, with Grossman, Box 748.
the Dana Challenge, we have a rare
chance to create new interest in
The TRIPOD staff cheerfully
Trinity that will benefit the College announces the departure of its
for years to come. The more Editor. Marc Blumenthal, tonight
volunteers we have helping us in at 11:57 p.m.. Jackson Dorm. All
this effort, the greater our success journalism fans welcome.
will be. Trinity is fortunate to have
Hi Alice!

SGA Takes Care Of Business
by Barbara Grossman
Last Wednesday's SGA meeting in Hamlin Hall tied up the loose
ends of the Robert Klein affair and
moved on to important new business. Although some controversial
matters were discussed, members
were clearly anxious to avoid the
verbosity of recent meetings.
The greatest difficulty came
over the wording of the admonition
of SGPB and SGABC. President
Seth Price suggested that it simply
read that the two organizations
were admonished by SGA for their
handling of the Klein affair. Most
members wanted something more
specific.
Carl Guerriere, who is a member of both SGA and SGABC, asked
by the Budget Committee was
beign admonished. Several other
members were also unclear on this
point. While there was a general
feeling that Budget Committee had
acted improperly by basing their
decision on ehtical and procedural
rather than fiscal criteria, they had
not violated a specific rule.
SGA member Bryan Hager said
that one's perception of Budget
Committee's violation depended on
whether one used a liberal or
conservative interpretation of the
SGA constitution. Hager said that

he viewed the constitution conservatively, and felt that SGABC's
excercise of a power it is not
specifically granted was a serious
fault. Vice-President Tami Voudouris added that both sides were
guilty of poor communication.
A statement admonishing
SGPB for its procedural violation,
and both sides for their lack of
communication, was agreed upon
by a vote of fourteen to six, with
one abstention. The statement has
been posted on the SGA bulletin
board in Mather.
Earlier in the evening, government members had heard from
Dean Winer, who asked the body to
ratify a statement on academic
freedom which will appear in next
year's student handbook. The
completed draft of the statement
will appear in the Tripod.
Winer repeated the history of
the incident involving Shearer, the
South African Ambassador last
year. He said that while he alone
was responsible for disciplining the
students involved in the disruptions, and while he alone would
make the final dicision, he had felt
that the importance of the issue
called for consulting other members of the Trinity community,
herefore, he had set up an ad hoc

committee to look at the Shearer
incident specifically, and asked the
Acedemic Freedom Committee to
come up with guidelines for future
action.
The Academic Freedom Committee's statement, printed in the
Tripod earlier this semester, upheld peaceful, non-obstructive protest as a form of free speech. This
is essentially the position which
Winer has adopted, and which SGA
ratified by a unanimous voice vote.
The third matter of importance
was this term's course evaluations.
Last spring, in an attempt to get a
higher response rate and to encourage students to sepnd more
time on them, SGA distributed
course evaluation- forms in class.
However, because of the hostile
attitude of many professors to the
evaluations, a great number of
courses were excluded, rendering
the book useless to many students.
A special problem had been the
refusal of the Chemistry and
Physics departments to permit
evaluation forms to be distributed.
Most SGA members favored
returning to distribution at preregistration. Member Kathy Jabbs
said that she thought students
would rather have evaluations from
every course, in spite of a low

Seminar Discusses Bakke
by Dick Dahling
On Friday November 18, Trinity was treated to a unique
experience as Dr. Clyde McKee's
Politics and Oral Communication
Freshman Seminar sponsored a
symposium discussing the Bakke
Case and the larger question of
affirmative action. The symposium
$ 'attended by pxofessors and
students from five different colleges, as well as the seminar
members from Trinity and a fairly
large audience.
The symposium began with
three speeches: one dealing with
the background of the case, one
against affirmative action and one
for affirmative action, given respectively by seminar members
Faraj Saghri, Bob Aiello and David
Albin.
Faraj Saghri's comments dealt
with the background of the case,
using references to past cases. He
also discussed the various options
open to the Supreme Court. He set
the stage for the other speeches.
Speaking against affirmative
action, Bob Aiello stressed the
difficulty in deciding which groups

really are minorities and that, no
matter what anyone says, Alan
Bakke's rights were violated under
The Equal Protection Clause of The
14th Amendment. The continuation
of procedures used by schools like
The University of California at
Davis will only lead to a further
polarization of 6the entire racial
problem, according to Aiello.
Speaking against Alan Bakke
and for affirmative action, David
Albin questioned whether the
Supreme Court should even be
considering this case since affirmative action should really be
considered on a legislative basis.
He stated that the 14th Amendment was originally designed to
prevent discrimination against
blacks, a fact which the Supreme
Court will have to consider in its
deliberations. He also stressed that
while affirmative action does have
some problems, it is needed as a
social good for the country.
The floor was then opened for
questions. There was a cross-section of opinion for and against
affirmative action. Most limited
their discussion to ethnic minorities
but David McKee from Connecti-

WRTCs "60 Seconds"
by Debbie Green and Laurie Welte

The WRTC News Department
has announced that it is instituting
a new radio feature similar to
"WHCN Gives Hartford Sixty
Seconds." Three days a week a
WRTC reporter will interview
students in the Mather lobby
during lunch. He will ask provocative and stimulating questions
dealing with issues related to
Trinity and Hartford, he will also
accumulate opinions on international and political concerns. The
most interesting responses will
then be spliced togehter into a sixty
second tape. The program will be
aired daily at different intervals,
but can always be heard on the 5:30
news.
This idea gives individuals a
change to express their views on a
variety of subjects. The program
inspries student involvement and
provides the. opportunity for everyone to voice his opinion. Students
are also encouraged to submit any
questions they would like to hear
the responses to. We urge the

student body to participate in this
program, so look for the reporter
because "WRTC WANTS TO
KNOW WHAT'S ON YOUR
MIND."

cut College was the only one to
raise the question as to what extent
affirmative action programs should
take into account the discrimination
of women.
Seminar member John Mattar
felt strongly that if special standards are used for disadvantaged
blacks, there should be separate
standards for all types of minorities, he stressed that blacks are not
the only disadvantaged minority in
America.
Valerie Price, another seminar
member felt that if America is to
become more racially fair, an effort
must start somewhere and affirmative action should be seen as a
positive tool that will give blacks
equal opportunity for admission to
colleges or graduate shcools.
The delegation from Smith
College spoke on behalf of affirmative action as there is no question
that there is a degree of racial
prejudice in the, country which
must be corrected. They felt that a
good deal of progress had been
made and that a decision in favor of
Bakke would be a step in the wrong
direction.
Nancy Gillespie from the University of Hartford felt that the
whole problem could be solved by
starting a type of affirmative action
at a much lower educational level.
This would not penalizse so many
college and graduate students who
have worked hard to get where they
are.
Members of the audience
seemed very interested in the
discussion as many added their
own points as well as raised
questions on both sides of the

WRTC now broadcasts 24 hours a day.

response rate, that a few evaluations based on a high response
rate.
A motion to distribute evaluations at pre-registration on November 17 and 18 was passed by a voice
vote. SGA hopes to find some way
to encourage graduating seniors to
fill out evaluations this spring.
Other business is summarized
as follows: COPUS petition: SGA
members were asked to circulate a
petition for COPUS. The Coalition

Independent College and University Students. The petition asks the
Connecticut Legislature to increase
state financial aid to Connecticut
residents attending independent
colleges from $3 million to $6
million.
Dance Marathon: SGA and
SGPB are considering holding a
dance marathon this spring to raise
money for the Hartford Chapter of
the Muscular Dystrophy Fund.

Budget
Considers Requests
by Dick Dahling

Returning to a quieter atmosphere than in the recent past, The
SGA Budget Committee heard
routine requests from four organization.
Before hearing the requests,
the committee had a discussion
concerning the events of the past
week that resulted in the appearance of Robert Klein. This has
created a question of what specific
powers the Budget Committee has
and what it can or cannot do. A
motion was made by Carl Guerriere
that three Budget Committee
members meet with the SGA
Constitution Committee to discuss
the problem and propose any steps
they feel are necessary so that the
role of the Budget Committee is
more clearly defined.
Sam Rogers speaking on behalf
of SGPB requested $160 to buy new
parts for the speakers used for
concerts. Rogers explained that the
new parts will last longer than the
others as they are specifically
designed for the speakers. The
r e q u e s t w a sp a s s e d b y t h e c o m m i t t e e , / . ; , . ' , : •'••:'..•.. •
••••.• •

Elpidio Caesar, representing La
Voz Latina, made two requests
both concerned with the appear-

ance of the Ballet Hispanico.
Caesar was given $75 by the
committee to pay for dinner at
Trinity for members of the ballet
and for a reception after the
performance. He also requested
and was given permission by the
committee to transfer $86 from La
Voz Latina's speakers category to
the travel category of its budget to
pay air fare for the U.N. Panamanian Ambassador who will give a
speech at Trinity on Monday,
November 21.
Dan Kehoe, speaking on behalf
of the Trinity Guild of Carilloneurs,
discussed plans to construct a light
wooden bell to be placed on the
tower of the chapel during the
holiday season, he bell would be
constructed so it could be used
year. He needed as assurance from
the committee that he will be
reimbursed for up to and including
$80 worth of the construction cost.
Many committee members questioned the need and the high cost,
but the request was passed on a
close vote.
The President of TCB, Peter
• . .Borges, requested permission /?.
take $600 from its budget to pay fot
a band which performed for.
Cabaret Night on November 19.

A Response
cont. from page 11
meant to be introductions to
specialization within
given
departments. It is the beginning of
a sequence of courses of increasing
specialization. The Harvard
Committee even back in 1945,
went as far as to state that "Introductory courses are poanned for
the specialist, not for the student
seeking a general education."
Thuys we can see the colleges
acquiescing to pressures for
change, and structuring themselves
into establishments contributive to
specialization and utility.
We next come to professional
and graduate schools. Enrollments
to these institutions have increased
from 356,000 in I960 to 1,190,000 in
1974, according to the U.S.
Department of Commerce Bureau
of the Census, and they expect
them to increase at least through
1984. Among the implications of
this threefold increase in
enrollments in less than a score of
years is that graduate schools are
presented with, dictatorial powers
over the undergraduate who is
seeking a graduate career. One
such power they recur to is instituting
lockstep
course
requirements at the undergraduate
level which must be closely
followed for consideration of
admission to these graduate
schools. Not only do the graduate
and professional schools establish
these minimum standards of
specialization
through
prerequisites, but they encourage
all the specialization the student is
willing to partake of and rationalize
this by asserting that it will lead to
increased success at the graduate

level.
Lastly we come to government.
Our government is also responsible
for contributing to the utilitarian
cause. The U.S. Department of
Commerce Bureau of the Census
reported that from 1965 to 1975,
federal money to academic science
(including
research
an*"
development, research and
development plants, and other
science activities) increased from
$1,816,000,000 to $2,763,000,000
with the annual allotment never
dipping below 60% of the total
federal academic funds. These
rather descriptive figures make
clear a definite reluctance on the
part of the federal government to
give monetary assistance to causes
lacking a utilitarian side.
We see then that the current
educational system and all that «
encompasses is encouraging
specialization and utilitarianism. «
is for this reason that liberal arts
institutions in general, and Trinity
in particular are not ivory towers
but a "sine qua non" of modern
society. I do not imply that
utilitarianism and specialization
are detrimental to socierty; indeed
they are responsible for our present
level of advancement. If they are
allowed to get out of band,
however, the sociodevelopmenta
consequences for our society oou
be devastating. Our job for tn
future is made clear by the Harvaro
Committee: "We cannot, howeverturn away from specialism. i n
problem is how to save general
education and its values within a
system where specialism
necessary."
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Hartford Tribune:

New Hartford Daily Hits The Streets
by Jon Zonderman
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Volume One, Number One of
the Hartford Tribune hit the
newstands promptly at 3:00 p.m.
last Monday, and within two hours
most of the press run of 42,000
copies was sold out.
The Tribune was organized
about a year ago after the demise of
the Hartford Times, which had
published for 159 years.
the initial promoters of the
Tribune are the Butler brothers,
Reese and Bill, whose Butler
Newspaper Group, Inc. also publishes the Connecticut Law Tribune.
After a false start last January,
after which they lost most of their
financial backing, the Butler's
made another attempt at the end of
the summer.
They printed a dummy issue of
the paper late in the summer, and
the initial publication date was
slated for mid-October. However,
this had to be postponed until Nov.
14, the date of the first issue.
The Butlers put together more
than $900,000 in backing for the
second attempt. Most of the
Financing was arranged for by
George Calvert, formerly of the
Arthur Anderson and "Co. accounting firm.
The Butler brothers have retained positions with the paper as
assistant Publishers and Editors.
Ttie Publisher and Editor is Morton
Sharnik, formerly an Associate
Editor of Sports-Illustrated Magazine.
The paper has put together an
editorial and reportorial staff of 24,
including former Times reporters,
as well as former UPI employees
and reporters from various papers
in the area.
Sharnik, in the editorial on the
first day of publication, promised
the readers "never to talk down
to" them. He told a pre-publication
news conference on Thursday Nov.
10, that the Trib would try to
provide an "alternative to that
dignified, austere proposition, the
Hartford Courant."
The paper, in its first three
issues, took it upon itself to attack
some pretty tough city and regional
issues. The Monday issue carried a
cover story about the problems of
the elderly and crime in Hartford.
On Wednesday, the issue of
marijuana in the West Hartford
high schools, (which Sharnik said
raised a furor) as well as the

problem of state prosecutor Cornellius Shae, who is possibly being
censured by the state courts, were
discussed.
On Friday, the cover story
involved the political conflict between Gov. Ella Grasso and
Hartford City Councilman Nick
Carbone, who is looking for a
candidate to challenge Gov. Grasso
for the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination next summer.
Sharnik told the Tripod on
Sunday that the cover stories, more
than anything else, had been
responsible for selling papers. He
said that the Monday and Friday
sales were better than the Wednesday sales.
According to the drugstores
around campus, the paper sold well
all three days. Cieri's Pharmacy
and Campus Drug both sold out on
Monday.
According to Sharnik, as well as
"calling into question some of the
basic moral values of our society,"
the paper will also try to be well
balanced. This is especially important in that it is an afternoon
paper, and has a readership which
is largely blue collar.
It boasts the most extensive
racing and wagering pages in the
state, as well as three pages of
comics. When asked how this
would reconcile with the hard-hitting, investigative type reporting
that the paper was attempting to
do, Shasrnik said that he saw no
contradiction.
"The average guy on the
street," maintains Sharnik, "is
basically intelligent and curious.
He, by virtue of his work and his
life, has more immediacy to some
problems than other people."
Sharnik feels that "that the
basic curiosity of the man on the
street has been undermined by
television and some papers, which
feed him pablum. That is why the
Trib made the promise never to talk
down to the reader."
The editorial page shows an
interesting mix of syndicated
columnists. Pete Hammil and
Jimmy Breslin, as well as Nick Von
Hoffman and the team of Germond
and Witcover, will all appear on the
op-ed pages from time to time.
For the next few weeks, the
Tribune will continue to publish on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.
"All the bugs aren't out of the
system yet," says Sharnik.
The first week's issues were
each 40 pages. Sharnik believes

that after December first, when a
lot of new advertisers begin their
contracts, the paper will be thicker.
The Tribune is also looking to
expand the staff and produce more
copy.
In addition to a large amount of
investigative reporting, Sharnik
says the Tribune will try to present
comprehensive coverage of City
Hall and the state capital.
Sharnik promises that the paper
will not only present the negative
aspects of our society, and the
political scene. He wants the paper
to try to find out who the good guys
are. "How do you tell the villains if
you can't measure them against the
good guys," he observes.
Sharnik also hopes that the
paper will take a hard look at the
cultural, artistic, and intellectual
life of the city.

Hartford has traditionally been
a bastion of intellectualism. It was
the home of Mark Twain, Harriet
Beecher Stowe, and others, and
Sharnik believes the paper should
ask the question, "Why isn't there
a greater sense of art and intellect
in the city today?"
The initial reaction to the paper
has been good. Although one
Hartford publisher is concerned
that in the long run the public
"won't buy the format," so far
they seem to be.
His criticism of the paper is that
it is too clean graphically, and that
it is too highbrow for the kind of
readership an afternoon paper has.
"It's a little too collegiate and too
magazinish for the evening reader."
For their part, the Tribune
prides themsleves on their clean,

brisk format, and their creative use
of graphics and white space.
So far over 5000 subscriptions
have been secured, Almost 1000
carriers have been employed to
deliver papers in Hartford and the
surrounding suburbs.
Trinity at this time has no plans
to sell the paper in the bookstore or
anywhere else on campus. Vice
President Smith's office told the
Tripod that the Tribune could, if it
wished, put a distribution box on
campus.
Sharnik says that the paper will
consider ways of selling on campus
including distribution boxes and
campus representatives.
For now, the paper is experimenting both with sales and
editorial techniques. As Sharnik
says, "We're still searching for our
own identity."

Stevens Announces Candidacy
State Rep. Minority Leader
Gerald Stevens, (R.Milford) announced his candidacy for governor
last Saturday in a ceremony at
Milford Town Hall.
Stevens becomes the second
announced Republican candidate.
State Senator George Gunther
announced his intentions to seek
the governorship late in the
summer.
Last Wednesday, Stevens filed
a campaign finance committee
designation with the Secretary of
State's office. This is a statuatory
step which must be taken before

any money can be raised for the
campaign.
Three other perspective republican candidates have filed their
campaign finance committee statements. They are Gunther, U.S.
Rep. Ronald Sasrasin of Beacon
Falls and State Senate Minority
Leader Lewis Rome of Bloomfield.
Stevens also set up a 17
member campaign committee
which will oversee the campaign.
The campaign director is Charles
E. Alfano of Hartford.
Stevens has been gearing for
the 1978 election since losing the

gubernatorial bid in 1974. He
waited until after the 1977 local
elections to make his formal
announcement.
In his capacity as House
Minority Leader, Stevens has
served as a principle GOP spokesman on the state level and a vocal
critic of the democratic administration.
Stevens has received endorsements from former U.S. Rep.
Albert Cretella Sr. and former
speaker of the Connecticut House
Francis J. Collins.

Cook That Turkey
Digging in to that special
Thanksgiving turkey meal can be a
real delight. But it can also result in
some gastrointestinal problems if
the food is not prepared properly,
cautions state commissioner
Dr. Douglas Lloyd.
Raw turkey as well as other
poultry is never bacteria free. The
consumer must assume that there
is some disease-producing contamination present, such as salmonella
bacteria, that must be controlled
Doctor Lloyd urges anyone processing and cooking poultry, either
fresh or frozen, to be aware that
these disease-producing agents are
present. All surfaces and implements which have had contact with
the. raw product should be thoroughly cleansed following preparation. This prevents other foods
from becoming contaminated.
When refrigerating the thawed,
uncooked turkey, a home storage
wrap should be used to cover it
completely. This safeguards other
foods or the refrigerator shelves
from becoming contaminated.
A good general rule is to
minimize the length of time a bird
is exposed to temperatures between 60° and 120° F. Turkey
should always be thawed in the
refrigerator, never at room temperature.
A twenty pound turkey, for
example, requires three 24-hour
periods to be safely thawed. The
turkey should remain in a freezer
until it is ready to be thawed and
then only be removed far enough in
advance to allow for safe thawing.
Dr. Lloyd cites the increased
risk of dangerous bacterial growth
when the bird is partially cooked
one day and completed at a later
date.

Stuffing should never be prepared in advance and then refrigerated for subsequent use. A safe
shortcut is to prepare youT dry
ingredients in advance, but only
add your liquid prior to stuffing the
cavity.
An oven temperature of 325°F
is recommended. When using a

meat thermometer this temperature should be maintained until the
stuffing in the turkey reaches
175°F. When no thermometer is
used, the turkey is done when you
can easily wiggle the drumstick.
After dinner, remove the stuffing
and meat from the bones and
refrigerate promptly.

TTP A Success
by Eric Gaydosh
Many students at Trinity are
concerned about the isolationist
tendencies of the college. Within
our 86 acres of campus are 17 or 18
hundred people at varied background and description; all of
whom are intelligent and all of
whom have something to offer to a
city like Hartford.
Last year, Peter Crosby, class of
78, decided to harness some of this
talent. He set up a tutoring
program at Fox Elementary School
- a couple of blocks away on
Washington St. - designed to aid
kids with reading difficulties.
Being a trial program, it had only
limited success.
This year, Crosby continued the
program, making it more structured to promote greater efficiency.
The result has been encouraging:
the program now involves 45 tutors
and about 60 kids; all of whom are
involved on a voluntary basis. Most
tutors meet with their pupils
individually, usually twice a week,
and are allowed to choose any
method of teaching that works well
for the student.
The general consensus of the
tutors is that the program is quite
rewarding, for both the students

and the teachers. And while the
actual tutoring is limited to reading, many of the tutors have
extended themselves to Big
Brother-Big Sister type roles:
taking the kids to dinner, organizing basketball games and the like.
To end this semester of tutoring, a
play day will be held at a nearby
park, with activities ranging from
parachute tossing to Watt Disney
movies.

Van
In
Operation
The SGA Van is now in
operation. For the time being,
it is being run on a first come,
first serve basis. If you're
interested in contracting for its
use, please contact the coordinator, Dutch Barhydt at
524-5151 or Box 931.
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Connecticut
State Bar Endorses
Lawyer Advertising
by Jon Zonderman
If you need legal assistance
these days, you must usually find a
lawyer through a friend or aquaintance. But if the State Bar Association house of delegates has its way
you will soon be able to choose a
lawyer through a directory or
through classified ads in newspapers.
The concept of lawyers advertising was approved by the Supreme Court last June when it
overturned an Arizona stateut.e
which forbade advertising by
lawyers.
The Connecticut Bar's house of
delegates, which approved advertising last Monday, has now asked
the state's Superior Court Judges
who hold power over rule-making
for the legal community, to appoint
a commission to study "standards
and conditions" for the advertising.
About 100 members of the
house of delegates went on record
last Wednesday as being for
advertising, which would permit
lawyers to publicise" to the public
in newspapers.
The advertising of specific
prices for specific legal services
such as initial consultations, uncontested divorces, wills, name
changes, personal bankruptcies,
and adoptions would also be
allowed.
Although the pubAic sees the
^]jifc»»BS#'>K)ln&l.h«lpfiri, members of
the legal community are cautious
about the consequences of advertising.
Bill Borcheft, 71, now an
attorney with the Hartford Mm of
Halloran, Sage, Phelon and Hagarty, says he is hopeful that whatever
advertising is done by the legal
community be "dignified and not
give the air of .huckstering,"
Brochert is afraid that some
attorneys will advertise themselves
as experts in certain areas that they
are not really expert in, which will
cause a public backlash against
attorneys.
"In spite of what the public
thinks of us, we still consider
ourselves to be professionals,"

maintained Borchert in a phone
interview.
Tom Lips, Director of Institutional Affairs for the College,
himself an attorney, has many of
the same concerns. Lips told the
Tripod that he is for the idea of
advertising in principle, so long as
it fulfills its intention to "better
inform the public."
Another question is whether the
ability to advertise will help big
firms or small firms more. Borchert
believes it is a double-edged

sword.
"Big firms," Borchert pointed
out, "will be able to show off their
specialties. Small firms, on the
other hand, will be able to tell
people that they exist."
The argument over the exact
effects of the rulling will continue
for quite a while. For now, a lot of
lawyers don't know exactly what to
think. So, in the ture fashion of
good lawyers, they are being
cautious.

State Beds Plentiful
Connecticut has enough acute
inpatient medical beds to meet its
inpatient needs for at least the next
ten years, according to the Connecticut Stastewide Health Coordinating Council (SHCC).
The SHCC has issued a Planning Guidance Document which
calls for not exceeding the current
ratio of beds per person.
The document basis this conclusion on a report by the State Health
Department's Bureau of Health
Planning
and
Development
(BHPD) which states that currently
there are nearly 11,000 medical
inpatient beds in Connecticut
which are occupied less than
three-fourths of the time.
The state's estimated need
ranges from slightly more than
9,200 beds to 9,800 beds which
indicates that Connecticut's current supply of nearly 11,000 is
adequate.
General medical/surgical beds,
pediatric beds, obstetrical/gynecological beds, and intensive and
coronary care beds are the oknly
beds included in the SHCC Planning Guidance Document. The
document is intended to give
guidance to the state and, local
health planning agencies involved
in preparation of the State Medical
Facilities Plan (SMFP).
The SMFP is a federally
mandated plan which inventories
existing beds in all services,
calculates future needs, and ident-
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ifies priorities for modernization of
facilities. Draft guidelines for the
SMFP indicate that nationally there
are 4.4 acute medical inpatient
beds per 1,000 persons, and these
should be reduced to 4 beds per
1,000 persons.
Currently Connecticut has at
least 3.48 beds per 1,000 persons.
That total rises to 3.68 beds per
1,000 if unused and sealed off floor
space in hospitals is converted and
those beds are added to the total.
Need formulas indicate that
Connecituct's bed needs for the
next ten years can be met by a
supply of 2.93 to 3.11 beds per
1,000, depending on the method of
estimating the need. These figures
are below the proposed national
ceiling.
The BHPD' report indicates that
Connecticut's citizens are currently
using hospitals at a rate of only 948
patient days per 1,000 persons,
compared to the federally recommended deling of 1,000 patient
days per 1,000. In addition, the
average occupancy rate for Connecticut's hospitals is less than
75%. therefore, the report states,
the current supply is sufficient.

In Brief
by Jon Zonderman
^

OOP Files Suit Challenging Ludgin
Hartford Republicans filed suit in Hartford Superior Court last
Thursday in an attempt to oust City Council seat winner Robert
Ludgin. The suit, filed on behalf of city council candidate Jacqueline
Anderson, who lost the seat to Ludgin by 116 votes, claims that
althoughLudgin ran as an independent candidate, he is a Democrat,
If the court rules that Ludgin is indeed a democrat, it would make
him the seventh democrat on the city council, which would
constitute a violation of the state's minority representation law.

Bellinger Study Finds High Joblessness
A study by Trinity Economics Professor William Bellinger, done
for Asylum Hill Inc. found that more than 16 per cent of the
work-force in that neighborhood is without jobs and looking for
work. In addition, the study showed that 26.2 per cent of the adult
population over 16 is out of the labor force completely, that is,
without jobs and not actively looking for work.

Killian Will Probably Bun
Lt. Gov. Robert Killian is "leaving the distinct impression" that
he intends to challenge Gov. Grasso for the party's nomination for
Governor next year, according to Democratic party leaders. In 1974,
Killian and Grasso tangled for the nomination, but Killian backed
out and agreed to run for Lt. Gov. after losing a Hartford primary by
less than 2000 votes. City Councilman Nick Carbone had a lot to do
with that decision, since he and the Hartford machine were behind
Gov. Grasso. This year Carbone has changed his tune, and has been
one of the major forces behind Killian. The new Hartford Tribune
ran the headline last Friday "Ella vs. Nick" and quoted Carbone as
saying "the party will be murdered if she's the candidate."

Jai Alai Investigation
The state is conducting an investigation into the operations of
Hartford Jai Alai. According to testimony at a state gaming
commission hearing this past week, the fronton is giving special
treatment to some .big gamblers from, the state and Florid*/. 7
including free tickets and parking privileges in the players parking \
lots. Testimony by ticket sellers also shows that gamblers, so called
"systems players", including Harvey Ziskas, who has agreed to
testify for the state and is being guarded, and Rodney Wood, are
cleaning up by wagering as much as $3000 per game on the
trifectas. The trifecta isa wager where the player must pick the first
three winners in the order in which they will finish. The "systems"
allowed one gambler to clear $150,000 in the Bridgeport Jai Alai
season. Ticket sellers testified that gamblers would tip them up to
$250 a week to allow them to cash tickets without paying the income
tax levied oh large payoffs.

Turkey Shoot Dangerous
The TRIPOD staff cheerfully announces the departure
of its Editor, Marc Blumenthal, tonight at 11:57 p.m.,
Jackson Dorm. All journalism
fans welcome.
Hi Alice!

The state Safety Commission last week charged that some
turkey shoots which occur in the state are not safe becuase large
amounts of beer are consumed by adults who then fire shotguns in
the vicinity of children. Commision member George Peterson has
charged that in some places up to 50 per cent of the shooters are
also drinking.
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Harry Chapin And The Trinity Pipes

Last Saturday evening, before 11,000 at the Hartford Civic Center, the Trinity Pipes sang with Harry Chapln as
part of his benefit concert for World Hanger. Opening the second half, the Pipes sang "Number One", a song
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"Body Art" At Trinity
by S. P. Elsaesser
Art at Trinity has taken on a
new dimension with the work ol G.
Griswold. In the current trend of
"Body Art"(typified by those artists
who deal with their physical
relationship to the world around
them) Griswold has made impressive strides forward. The juxtapose
tion of "body" and environment
playsr a major role in this sculptor's
vision of space and its relationship
to our spiritual existence. By
examining this space, Mr. Griswold feels that he can better
understand his own nature as
"object". Mr. Griswold does not
find this trend particularly
masochistic . On the contrary he
feels that it is a celebration of a

new
heightened
personal
awareness.
To illustrate Mr. Griswold's
artistic intent I would like to share
a few documented works and to
explain a few proposed pieces.
They will speak for themselves,
A Salted Dogs On Saturday, the
twelfth of November in front of a
small gathering, Mr. Griswold
covered his right hand with table
salt and began to bark like an
enraged hound. Before removing
the salt he sang, slightly off key, a
song by Patty Smith "Jesus died for
somebody's sins, but not mine."
Cannibal Art: Also on the
twelfth, Mr. Griswold placed a
football trading card (taken from a
package of gum) into a pot of

boiling water. The figure was J.
FeTguson, QB from the Buffalo
Bills. Mr. Griswold chose this
particular player for Ms leadership
qualities. He made some reference
to the importance of today's
leaders in our cannibalized culture.
Ferguson was then transferred to a
frying pan. An egg was added to
complete the mixture of what
Griswold termed "the cyclical
nature of the human existence."
Mr. Griswold proceeded to flip the
now unified pair, egg and card,
onto a plate. Then by way of fork
and knife, he entered the meal into
his own system. While digesting,
Griswold commented on the
importance of the football card
signifying a "cult of violence."
When asked about the taste of the

"Buckingham Nicks"
Before Mac, There Were Two
by David Wlnans
You can't be straight all your
life, lover. Let it loose every once
in awhile and you'll feel much
better. Seems to me, the music can
help you reach a feeling of ease,
when trouble fades into another
corner of the night. There's music
for every type of mood: the blues,
hard rock, country, folk, gospel,
classical, bar jazz, tiauwanna fruit
tunes. Along about 1970 sometime,
or whenever, it don't really matter,
^l these types of music gained their
ow
n listeners and separate
audiences. Somewhere along the
"ne, these different modes integrated among themselves. Out of
th
is mergence, one specific type to
ev
olve was soft-deep beat-folkcountry-blues-rhythm rock. Have I
defined this music closely enough?
" doesn't matter. What is valuable
t0
k*0* is this: A wonderful sound
was created, which the group
fleetwood Mac capitalized on. But
before 1975-5
_..„ „ .uuaiv»^Auw«,
masterpiece,
fleetwood Mac," there were two
l"ted artists in the studio recording

"Buckingham Nicks." A little while
afterwards, the two new members
of Fleetwood Mac joined the group
that has made two of the most
popular albums of the times, at
least in an economical sense. The
album they made, before all the
success, is looser, a cocaine trip if
there ever was one.
The cover, which portrays a
beautiful naked glimpse of Stevi
Nicks and Lindsey Buckingham,
reflects the album's strength. The
lyrics are attempts at opening the
heart of a confused lover. There
are no clear definitions, just
naked honesty: You are not happy,
but what is love? Hate gave me you
for a lover... There is no attempt to
be like Jackson Browne. The two
young people are only trying to
cope with themselves. Some may
say they're only being trivial. I say
they're looking for something
undefined we all want but don't
express to others around.
The music itself is a blast of an
ocean wave with salt and sand
swirling beneath it. There are a few
rough edges, but the wave of crisp,
clear rhythm guitar, deep feminine

meal, Griswold replied, "It was at month. His reactions will be
least as good as the gum in the documented.
package."
Trampled; Wednesday morning, two weeks .ago, Griswold
placed himself in a prone position
on the floor in the entranceway of
life Science Center. He lay there
during the interim period between
classes, approximate 10:30 a.m. He
proceeded to request a professor of
Psychology (Andrew Baum) to
"walk on me." Professor Baum,
curious as to the level of personal
awareness to be attained with his
help, put his pointed toes, heavy
healed cowboy boots in motion in
conjunction with P. . Edward's
rendition of "Oh Home On The
Range," -whistled in a superb
vibraro.
Proposed works: Mr. Griswold,
starting
the
following
Thanksgiving, plans to do a piece
dealing with over-exposure. He
intends to eat an egg salad sandwich on white bread, hold the
lettuce and mayonnaise, in
Mather's "Cave" every day for one

voice, and steady drum beat wash
over these weak spots. A less
orchestrated version of "Crystal"
lacks none of the force and interwhining sounds of Fleetwood's
version. "Crying in the Night'
"Frozen Love," and especiall;
"Don't let me down again" sounc
so close to Fleetwood Mac's newei
material that one cannot help but
The annual Festival of the
realize the value of Buckingham Lessons and Carols will be
and Nicks to the group. Maybe that celebrated at the Trinity College
is what this recently released album Chapel on Sunday, December 4 at
(recorded in 1973) is meant to 5:00 and 7:30 p.m. Because this
imply. Forget that though. The event is popular throughout the
album does not need comparison, area, it is suggested that members
though it is inevitable people will of the College community arrive
give it such. Alone, it is a captured early.
existence of two lovers dealing
Three
Trinity
musical
with, and reeling in their two lives organizations will provide choral
together and separately. Since their music and will join with the
lives are connected with their art, congregation in singing traditional
the music itself reels and deals a Christmas carols.
dose of what every member of
The Trinity College Concert
Fleetwood's audience has come to Choir, directed by Gerald Moshell
cherish. A music to dance to, and accompanied by Lenora
smoke to, lay back to and feel in Eggars, will sing works by Handel,
your head, not your spine. Don't Buxthehude, Willcocks, and Hoist.
miss out
The Chapel Singers will per— on
— this
— Lpiece of
— their
form
an anthem by Flicker and
worlds; It just might pick up your
premiere
a work written for them
own!

Humiliation: Mr. Griswold
wishes to place himself on display
in Austin Arts Center for a 24-hour
period during which a team 0/
interested assistants will laugh at
him. He will state repeatedly, "I'm
supposed to go see a friend," while .
others will reply with the question,
"You have friends?" Mr. Griswold
feels that "ridicule" is an integral
part of this work.
P. Edwards, assistant to the
artist, explains his involvement and
growing concern with the medium
as stemming from the piece
"Cannibal Art."
"After finishing off the football
player, Griswold ate the cover of
my TIME magazine, It suddenly
came to me-—I was part of his
collection. Art was within me and
about me. I was art and an art. Like
formless formlessness, I was one
with life, one with art, communing
mystically within the context of the
dialectic march of non-dualistic
duality."

Lessons And Carols
by Robert Edward Smith. Timbrel,
the student madrigal ensemble, will
sing a moett by Francis Poulenc.
Prior to the service, there will
be a Carollon Concert performed
by the Trinity Guild of Carillonneurs, Daniel Kehoe '78, Master
Carillonneur. This prelude will be
followed by an instrumental work
by Busser, performed by Cynthia
Young '81, Harpist; Ted Colburn
'81, Violin; and John Rose, College
Organist,
As in recent.years, the offerings
at both services will be divided
betweenUNICEF and Connecticut
Family Services.
The Lessons of the service will
be read by representative members
of the various constituencies of the
Trinity College community.
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Editorial
"Parting Is Such Sweet Sorrow" Or ...
'What Am I Going To Do On Sundays and Mondays?"
According to strict newspaper tradition, that which appears
under the Editorial heading represents the opinion of the executive
editors. Writing in the spirit that rales are made to be broken [some
of my editors might maintain that I am somewhat "arbitrary" in
that respect.], I take this opportunity to express personal views and
observations.
I have been extraordinarily fortunate to have enjoyed the
competence and support of the talented group which has produced
the TRIPOD this semester. While we naturally have our differences,
it is realized that the newspaper requires a united effort to maintain
accuracy, Integrity and overall journalistic quality. I feel secure in
the knowledge that although there is naturally plenty of space for
improvement, together we have published a well-constructed
newspaper this semester.
Often the Editorials have been criticized, in positive as weU as
negative fashions. We have maintained a policy of printing all
comments written in good faith and good taste. I am gratified that
students, faculty members and administrators have expressed
confidence in the TRIPOD as a public forum by writing letters and
commentary. Within the past two weeks we have been able to
publish in full view of the college community the opinions of the
President, the Vice President and the Dean of the Faculty. The
importance of maintaining these relatively open lines of
communication cannot be emphasized enough.

It has been said often that "the purpose of a newspaper is to
comfort the afflicted and afflict the comfortable."
My tenure as Editor-in-Chief has been hectic, but rewarding. I
thank all those who made it possible and wish Alice O'Connor and
the new staff the best of luck.

Escort Service
Beginning this week the Ad Hoc Committee for Public Safety is
sponsoring an escort service every half hour in the evening leaving
from the library lobby. The service is presently staffed by the
brothers of Omega Psi Phi and Pi Kappa Alpha and is provided free
as a service to the College community. The TRIPOD applauds the
service and the participating fraternities. We urge the other
fraternities to join with their counterparts on Vernon Street in this
valuable commitment to everyone at the College.

Newly elected Editor-in-Chief Alice O'Connor
hard at work (left) and hard at play with her
favorite Sports Editor, Nick Noble, at a
' festive'' TRIPOD dinner. Also pictured enjoying
themselves are Managing Editor Seth Price,
Photo Editor Rick Sager and
Associate Editor Trish Mairs.
Photos by Scott M. Levetitha,
Page courtesy of "B/umey".
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Letters
President Lockwood Responds To Editorials
To the Editor:
The outgoing editor has invited
comments on his various editorials
this fall. Tiresome as it would be to
address all of them most have
recurring themes which warrant a
response. In particular, something
should be said about the constant
and vague reference to 'Institutional integrity," "institutional
morality," and "misplaced priorities."
It may be healthy and commendable to discuss such concepts.
But unless they are pegged to,
specific issues, the discussion can
quickly become banal. Much as I
respect a newspaper's function as a
moral watchdog, I find the
suggestion that Trinity operates
without "institutional integrity"
highly dubious, not least because it
reflects insufficient understanding
of how the College operates in its
relationships to faculty, students,
staff, alumni and others who care
about its well-being.
Institutional integrity in a
college depends upon an openness
to new ideas and an accountability
in operations. Certainly Trinity has
defended, even during the
McCarthy and Vietnam War
periods, a receptivity to new ideas
and new approaches appropriate to
a distinguished academic community. Most recently the faculty
and others have debated the right
to free speech. Students have
participated
in
curricular
The following letters have been
sent to Randolph Lee, Chairperson
of the Pacing Subcommittee of the
Curriculum
Committee.
The
Subcommittee welcomes further
comment on the subject of calendar
revision.

Interest Of
Student Majority
Dear Mr. Lee,
Although many decisions
recently arrived at by what I will
generalize under the term "the
administration" have unsettled me,
if the Curriculum Committee were
to decide to rearrange the
semesters as proposed and either
have first semester exams
scheduled sometime in January or
have the term begin earlier, I
would finally be moved to strongly
voice my objections. This issue is
one of the few concerning the
school on which I would advocate
a maintenance of the status quo.
My objections to the proposed
changes would be as follows:
1) Under a trimester system,
where each course would last only
ten weeks, the amount of material
able to be covered in each course
would be proportionately limited,
thereby hindering any real grasping
of substance of "feel" for the
subject matter. The lengthening of
class time would not be favored by
most students, who have come to
feel that seventy-five to ninety
minute class sessions are quite long
enough.
2) The decision to hold first
semester exams after Christmas
would be one which I think would
reveal a most blatant non-attention
°n the part of the Curriculum
Committee to student needs and
wants. We need a month in between semesters when academic
Pressures are simply not upon us.
'he completion of a semester of
courses before leaving Trinity for
the holidays not only provides us
with a feeling of getting a muchneeded fresh start upon returning
"i January, but allows us to

discussions and regularly voice
their opinions about teachers and
courses. This approach is morally
sound and pragmatically wise.
I sense that a greater concern,
however, surrounds accountability.
Does the College conduct its affairs responsibly or, as the editor
has implied, in a high-handed
fashion? First, there are no smokefilled back rooms, even though, as
with any enterprise, politics may
enter into the deliberations. Some
offices and departments involve
students in planning more
systematically than do others. No
doubt we can improve on our
procedures. It might have been
better human relations if we had
written South Campus residents
about the dorm construction
during the summer. But there is no
manipulation as the editor has
charged.
To my knowledge, no one at
this College has been denied the
opportunity to discuss with the
appropriate person the decisions
taken. We are quite prepared to be
held accountable, but for that
process to operate effectively, it
does require awareness of the
conditions under which particular
decisions are reached.
Of course, it is not simply the
openness with which we may reach
decisions; it is the appropriateness
of those decisions that can trigger
criticism. It is in this sense that I
read the term "misplaced

priorities." Frankly, the most
difficult task in administration is
the weighing of alternatives, the
ranking of priorities. Obviously the
highest priority at Trinity has been
and will continue to be the quality
of our academic programs.
Judgements will differ as to what
would most improve our programs,
especially when there are
discernible limits to what is
possible.
When we move beyond
academic planning, the sorting-out
process becomes more treacherous
because when, for example, you
seek
to
i
oesidential quarters, immediately
you lessen the convenience of
parking, increase overall maintenance costs, and oblige people to
endure noise and dust. When
people see trees planted on the
Quad, it is easy to condemn the
expenditure by saying we could
have used the money to buy more
books for the humanities. Too few
are ready to acknowledge that the
money was donated for trees and
would not be available for library
purposes—or for anything else.
Let me address a different but
related issue which has threaded its
way through the editorials. We are
accused of insensitivity to the
"human dimension" in appointments. The implication is that
we value teaching too lightly and
apply arbitrary standards in acting
on faculty personnel matters. First,

peer evaluation dominates the
reappointment and promotion
process, and institutional expectations quite properly enter into
any decision. Each case received
individual attention. Once again,
judgments will differ, in part
because individuals cannot be
measured against the stated criteria
with mathematical precision. But
the cruci point to remember is that
decisions based more on sentiment
alone than reasoned judgment will
serve no one well in the long run.
In staff decisions, the same
conditions prevail. And we also
feel an obligation to weigh the
value of each staff position against
other needs within the institution.
Just as we cannot indefinitely
expand the size of the faculty, so
also we must measure each administrative service against our
long-range needs if we are to
operate leanly and effectively.
Students who have sat on the
Financial Affairs Committee know
how touch such decisions are.
We have had a good track
record in long-range planning. But
conditions change and our ability
to keep people well informed about
future plans requires that we seek
new ways to involve them. After
Thanksgiving, three faculty
members appointed by the Faculty
Conference and three students
appointed by the Student
Government Associaation will w
rk with Mr. English and me to

comprehensively assess what we
have "learned" through our work
up to that point.
With the present semester
system, we can experience the
holidays in the proper spirit and
with peace of mind, wheras if we
had, God forbid, exams for first
semester courses still hanging over
our heads the month would hardly
appropriately be called a vacation.
The provision of a week reading
period after a twenty day break
would not make up for the interruption between contact with
classes and the final assessment of
our learning experience.
Ignorance of student wants on
the part of the committee is further
revealed through their consideration of having us return to
Trinity after twenty days for a week
of "reading" and exams, only then
to be provided with another
isolated week off. This surely
would be, to say the least, an inconvenienct set-up for any students
either interested in travel or whose
homes are a distance away from
Hartford.
A point can also be made
calling attention to the plight of
those who will graduate at the
completion of a Christmas term
and who surely will not wish to
return to campus.
3) Beginning the fall semester
even earlier than it has been
scheduled to begin in the past
would not be an improvement of
our semester system. Trinity has us
arriving in August as it is, and thus
far has not considered the hardship
this presents to those who would
like summer employment but
whose employers won't hire
without the student's guarantee
that he or she will remain through
Labort Day. I started classes a
week late this term due to just this
situation. I figured a summer at a
resort was worth it, and certainly
haven't come to regret my
decision, though the possibility of
both working and starting here in
the fall would not have been nearly
as feasible if the semester had
begun at all earlier.

Personally, I have not felt that
any imbalance that may exist
between the two semesters (in
regard to what has become the
ever-so-important factor of
"pacing") has been at all distressing
or unbearable. To be sure, the
spring term, during which classes
never go on for a long block of time
without the provision of about a
week off, consequently does not
have as pressured a work load as
the fall semester. I do not,
however, feel any real need for a
change. As I have said, I in fact
would find the changes that have
been proposed by the Committee
most objectionable for the reasons
given above.
If a need to relieve "pressure" is
felt so strongly by students other
than myself, faculty members,
or"the administration," perhaps
our system of the. mandatory
completion of thirty-six credits for
graduation should be re-evaluated.
Many Trinity students, regardless
of which semester considered,
benefit from and are comfortable
with a course load of three credits
per term, can handle but become
weighed down and are constantly
busy with four, and begin climbing
the proverbial wall with five. At a
school such as Trinity, where I
would hope some depth is sought
after in each and every subject
offered, the benefits of such a high
credit completion requirement
should be open to question.
At any rate, I began this letter
and now end it with the faith that
"the administration" will not take
steps such as those now being
considered by the Curriculum
Committee which are clearly
against the interests of the student
majority.
Janet Wilson '80

putting final exams after the
Christmas vacation. As a transfer
student from Brown University, a
school at which this system is
presently employed, I feel weJU,
qualified to write on this subject.
The principle objection to the
present system is that it creates a
"hectic pace" due to the shortness
of the term. I agree that the last
four or five weeks of the fall term
are very crowded, and a longer
final exam period would relieve
some of the tension. But under the
present system, students know that
after this period is over, they will
have time to relax and psychically
prepare themselves for the new
term.
When finals are scheduled after
Christmas, however, with an intersession of only one week,
students start the spring term
mentally and psychologically
drained, with no apparent break in
sight until March or April. A more
relaxed pace in December is
bought at the expense of low
student morale at the beginning of
the new term.
Faced with the alternatives of
starting the fall term earlier and
taking final exams after Christmas
vacation, I would opt for the
former. I realize that this option
will not be very popular among
either students or faculty, but I
think it is preferable to the other.
Sincerely,
Lisa Schwartz '80

Calendar Revision
Dear Mr. Lee,
I am writing in regard to the
pacing subcommittee's request for
expressions of opinion on the
proposed academic calendar shift

Course Evaluations
To the Editor:
The ninth edition of the Trinity
College Course Evaluations is
prefaced by a statement of purpose
and responsibility. It is my opinion
that the booklet is both useless and
irresponsible.
The summaries of the various
courses evaluated in the book are
in reality short lists of traits attributed to either the particular
course or teacher. Most of the
information provided is irrelevant,
often having to do with the
teachers' personalities or quirks

provide an overview of the
planning underway and that to be
undertaken. The group, called the
Institutional Priorities Council, will
analyze current College priorities
and thus lessen the chance that
they will become "misplaced."
While skepticism can be a
useful tool in the process of intellectual discovery and exploration, continual skepticism
over the motives of the administration may reveal the
ignorance of the skeptic more
often than it shows just cause for
the skepticism. Administrators and
faculty members deserve the same
consideration, the same benefit of
the doubt, the same dignity of
treatment that students expect of
us.
I think Trinity has demonstrated both resiliency and
responsiveness of an unusually high
order. We may lack a Madisonian
neatness in the assignment of
responsibilities, but checks and
balances have operated both effectively and considerately.
Occasionally tempers fray; we
make honest mistakes; but we
maintain an institutional integrity
which, while not perfect, has stood
the test of time well. And it is that
test of time that we should keep in
mind when we make broad
assessments of the progress of this
College. '
Theodore D. Lockwood
rather than with academics. I find
especially offensive the frequent
mentions of a teacher's propensity
to keep the class overtime and of
his or her grading tendencies.
While I concede it is valid for a
student to consider the amount of
work involved in a course before
registration, I fail to see why one
should be concerned with whether
the teacher is an 'easy grader' or
whether class may at times entail
more than one hundred and fifty
minutes per week.
I have heard the response of
SGA members that their job is
merely to report what the students
want to know and that, rightly or
wrongly, students are often more
concerned with GPS'a than with
learning. I find this a distinctly
weak argument. Any selective
process necessarily involves value
judgments. In reducing a series of
individual comments to a short
summary; the editors must make
certain decisions about what is and
is not relevant and appropriate.
I suggest that in future the
editors accept this responsibility
and establish consistent guidelines
as regards what information they
want to and/ or should convey. I
feel that for the SGA to condone
such reprehensible traits in our
student body as 'grade grubbing' is
irresponsible.
Where I really take issue with
the producers of the Course
Evaluations, however, is not with
the book's usefulness or lack
thereof, but with its incredible
arrogance towards the faculty of
Trinity College.
In the statement of purpose and
responsibility one reads, "In addition, we hope this evaluation will
be of value to the administration
and faculty in showing the
strengths and weaknesses within
thf cirriculum. Finally, the Student
Government Association believes
this evaluation should be accepted
by the faculty as a useful instrument in reflecting personal
effectiveness, and as a means of
showing areas where improvement
could be beneficial."
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Commentary
A Decade OfArusha: Sketch Of Tanzania
by Mac Margolis
It has been scarcely a decade
since Tanzania announced its
commitment to building a socialist
nation. In February 1967, President
Julius K. Nyerere, speaking for the
Tanzania African National Union
(TANU) and the Zanzibar based
Afro-Shirazi Party (ASP), read the
now famous Arusha Declaration
of socialism and self-reliance. Now,
ten years later, it would appear that
the Tanzanian Socialist experiment
still has a long way to go.
In the late sixties and early
seventies, Tanzania was seen as
something of a model country, and
any number of vaguely left-ofcenter political organizations in the
west invoked Tanzania as an
example of a proven egalitarian
society—"Socialism with a human
face." And, indeed, the Tanzanians
under the leadership of Nyerere
managed to raise an u n derdeveloped ex-colony to a viable,
independent state.
Soon
after
the Arusha
Declaration,
the President
declared that the "commanding
heights of the Tanzanian economy
had been secured for the nation."
By the summer of 1967 (the
Tanzanian winter), all foreign
banks and all the nation's flour
mills had been nationalized, and
the government had taken over
half the foreign holdings in the
National Insurance Corporation. A
state-run banking system was
established, and the National
Assembly set up a state Trading

most primary goods coupled with
rising prices for manufactured
products; substituion of synthetics
for natural commodities (e.g. artificial "polyprophylene" vs. sisal
Fibers for rope). And much of the
young country's meager capital
was absorbed in building roads, the
"Great Uhuru" Railroad, communications, social services, and
an
entire
new marketing
structure—facilities only indirectly
productive to the growth of the
economy. Now Tanzania seems to
be treading a thin line. The severity
of the economic condition has
forced an almost lopsided emphasis
on increased production and
economic growth. Parastals, or
semi-private industries have
blossomed throughout the country,
as the public sector has become
overburdened,
and
highly
mechanized,
capital-intensive
technology are increasingly being
imported.
And it is precisely these
strategies that President Nyerere
has consistently criticized. A theme
running through all Nyerere's
writings and perhaps best ar-

ticulated in a series of essays called
"Man and Development" states
that development cannot be
measured purely in terms of growth
indexes or the level of
sophisticated technology. Rather
development is qualitative; it
means human development. As
stated in the Arusha Declatation:
"The money and time we spend on
passing knowledge to the peasants
are better spent and bring more
benefits to one country than the
money and great amount of time
we spend on other things which we
call development."
Currently, the policies of the
CCM retreated somewhat from the
bold beginnings of the Arusha
declarations. In late October,
Nyerere announced a new phase of
development designed at once to
buoy the nation's economy and to
salvage the gains made since the
1967 manifesto. Restrictions on
small-scale industry have been
relaxed, and the President himself
encouraged Tanzanians to take up
and invest in petty-capitalist enterprises. The Commercial Bank
has new directives to facilitate loan
procedures for private business. At

the same time, Nyerere reaffirmed
his commitment to socialist
revolution, asserting that the
"major" means of production (the
definition has become more
ambiguous) will remain in public
hands.
Sources within the government
and a few para-governmental
agencies have intimated that there
has been a quiet change in Tanzania's rural development strategy.
The policy of "Ujamaa" has apparently been modified. The
emphasis now appears to be on
simply getting the often scattered
rural population into villages. The
communal structure inherent in the
"Ujamaa" scheme has taken a
temporary back seat to economic
concerns. (This move is unofficially
referred to as "Viligizatibn",
stemming from the government
document entitled "The Villages
and Ujamaa Villages Registration
Designation and Administration
Act - 1975.") In many regions,
particularly the more affluent ones,
forced collectivization met with
resistance and low agricultural
output. Many people working
within Tanzania have speculated

that the '73-74 crop failure was as
much a result of poor mobilization
and lack of cooperation within the
villages as was drought.
Clearly "Ujamaa" is still the
nation's goal in the rural sector,
and a cornerstone to Tanzania's
socialist program. Yet here as in
the industrial sector, the pervasive
economic crisis put a premium on
efficiency and immediate growth in
production.
Tanzania's troubles are likely to
have international significance.
Already, countries hostile to
Tanzanian socialism have sought to
make political mileage out of the
shift in politics. But ideological
weaponry aside, it is both
premature and a gross misinterpretation to assume, as the
Weekly Review recently declared
in glaring headlines, that Tanzania
has gone "Back to Capitalism."

Mac Margolis /? presently
studying various national and
cultural topics in East and West
Africa as part of his Trinity Hunger
Action Program Fellowship this
semester.

The Adventure Of The Pawned Bishop

by Eric Grevstad
and a poet for this one, Wheaton."
It was a dismal November day
"Are you on the case, then?"
on the Quad. A light rain had fallen
"Yes, Wheaton, the game is
that morning, bringing a chill afoot." Cones said. "We stand toe
breeze with it; the horizon was to toe with a master criminal!"
black over Hartford; an apprentice
"Can you bring him to heel,
•&&»/&&•- *9;. <»v«H« the was playing, the carillon. It was Cones?" I exclaimed.
country s commercial transactions. the sortiof day my roommate was
"Yes, if you give me a hand."
In the countryside, where the made for.
"What may I do?" I asked.
"There is nothing like a little
majority of Tanzania's population
Cones thought for a moment.
lives and works, there began a step- carillon music in the afternoons, "Could you go get a robe and point
by-step movement towards socialist Wheaton," Sherbert Cones was towards Williams Memorial for a
development. Private land holding saying, "if only one could make out few hours?"
was abolished and the government what they are playing." He cocked
I grasped his meaning instantly.
inaugurated a program of rural his head to one side. "Can that be
"Cones," I protested, "you would
'Skip
To
My
Lou'?
Surely
not."
collectives- "ujamaa villages"put me on a pedestal!"
throughout the vast Tanzanian
I muttered something; by way of
I did not see njy roommate for
countryside. A medical outreach reply. Cones and I had the Quad to
program (Rural Medical Aid) ourselves, a small walk after ounch the rest of the day; it had long since
brought trained personnel and being his idea; doubtless, I was grown dark when I went to dinner
health services into nearly every thinking, anyone with more sense alone. The line at Saga stretched all
region and district. By 1975, some would get out of this frigid wind. I the way to: the rear of trie dining
582 of Tanzania's school age shuffled along with my head donw, room; it was nearly six when I
population was attending primary Cones, hinting about needing a reached the serving bins, and J, was
school, whereas the figure was only ride home for Thanksgiving, by my hardly listening as I trudged to the
33% in 1967.
side; suddenly, he seized my arm in line for my ration. "Some spaghetti,
a fierce grip. "Wheaton! Look!" please." I sighed;
At the national and local levels,
' "Will that be meat or meatless
I followed my friend's pointing
Tanzania's economic revolution
sauce?" a familiar voice asked.
arm across the landscape. Nothing
seemed well on its way.
"Cones!" My head snapped up.
looked
remarkable to my eyes: the
But
improvements not"I had no idea you worked at
carilloneur
still
tolled;
a
squirrel
withstanding, Tanzania remains a
Saga!"
severely underdeveloped nation, chattered from a tree branch; a
My friend's eyes twinkled
crumpled
newspaper
blew
across
falling among the twenty five
beneath
his Saga hat. "No,
poorest countries, according to the lawn past the base of the Wheaton, but everyone comes to
Bishop
Brownell
statue.
UN statistics. And the year old
Saga; what better way to look faceBishop Brownell was gone.
ruling
party—Chama
Cha
to-face with every suspect on
"Good God!" I cried in campus?"
Mapinduzi (CCM)-^-established at
thf d;ssolution of the TANU/ ASP amazement. My friend had already
"Have you found the culprit?" I
coalition, inherits a limping ran to the site and was examining asked eagerly.
the empty air above the pedestal.
economy.
Cones's face grew serious. "No,
Many factors, domestic and "A daring theft, Wheaton," he though I have a few clues. I have
international, have entered into declared; "and look at this!"
tried to decipher the secret
this economic decline, but 1973- Cones pointed to the base of
message-substituting E for the
1974 marks a pivotal period in the the pedestal. Someone had
most common letter in the code, T
nation's development efforts. At scrawled a chalk message there: for the next, and so on."
NxBl
this time, Tanzania suffered a
"And have you solved the
Jackson Smith
country-wide crop failure and a
code?" I asked.
"What does it mean, Cones?" I
consequent
food
shortage.
"What's holding up the line?"
According to a government cried intently.
someone shouted.
Cones
stared
at
the
cryptic
sponsored pamphlet—"10 Years of
Cones ignored them. "No, there
Arusha;"—drought and an in- letters. "It is unlike any code that I
are only three letters in it, and all
ternational economic slump vir- have seen," he said. "And who is are different. I must try another
tually wiped out the country's cash Jackson Smith?"
approach."
reserves. And where in 1967 the
"But why would anyone take
"Anyone want fish?" called the
nation was practically self- Bishop Brownell?" Another
worker next to Cones. v
sufficient in food products, thought struck me: "How, too,
"And what of Jackson Smith?" I
Tanzania became a net importer of could anyone do it, Cones? The
queried.
food stuffs in 1975.
statue must weigh thousands of
"I do not know." Cones
pounds!"
frowned. "That is another problem
"And what is the meaning of
in this case—but I know that I must
Many
other
concurrent
solve it!"
pressures figured into Tanzania's this cipher message?" Cones
worsening situation: soaring oil frowned. "I shall have to be
"But Cones," I cried, "how will
prices, a drop in world prices tor something of a doctor, an engineer,
we Tecover the statue?" "Comeont"

somebody yelled behind me.
"Wheaton!" Cones said. We
"All in good time, Wheaton," were running past the campus
Sherbert Cones said blandly. center. "An angry South Campus
"Spaghetti?"
resident desires to half the noise of
The line at the dishroom was the new dorm construction by his
even longer; Cones, sitting by the room. But first, he must force the
window and staring at the administration to .obey his
chessboard, was back in Northern demands. How better to io V
Towers before I was (Cones's than to kidnap the statue?"
parents had given him the chess set
"To hold Bishop Brownell lot
as a birthday present; we often ransom!" I echoed. "And where
played checkers with it.) "Is there better to hide it than in the new
any news?" I asked.
dorm excavation—"
My friend was about to answer
"—right under their noises!"
when there was a hurried knock on Cones reached the South Campus
our door, followed by a clatter of construction site and heaved
rushing feet. When I looked, there himself over the fence, while I
was no one in sight—but a package followed as best I could. He
lay, wrapped in paper, on our dropped to all fours and inspected
doorstep.
the ground beneath us. "There has
"Did you order anything?" been some heavy machinery
Cones looked at the parcel with through here," he commented.
interest.
"That explains how he moved the
"No. It seems an unusual way to statue here from its original
deliver to 410-A. Shall I open it, position. And now—" Cones
Cones?"
straightened, running towards the
"Carefully," Cones answered, mammoth hole for the new dorm
stepping behind an armchair. foundation—"into the pit!"
"There may be a trap."
"Are you sure you're not
I began to open the package; making a grave mistake, Cones?
the paper came off without effort. I called after him just as he hurled
had just unwrapped the outer layer himself over the edge and plunged
and was tearing open the last to the bottom. For a long moment,
when—
there was silence. "Cones! Are you.
"Look out, Wheaton, Stop!" all right?"
„
"It is a Social Psych text,
"Perfectly all right, Wheaton,
Cones!" I cried.
Sherbert Cones said far below. Its
"It is the deadliest book in the a good thing he was pointing the
college!" Cones swore, hurling the other way."
book into a far corner where it
_ The rest was elementary
killed a hanging plant.
enough: Security and the con"Great Scott, Cones, that was struction crews carried Bishop
meant for you!"
Brownell back to his old stand,
"Precisely." My friend clenched while the relieved administration
his fists in agitation. "One glance hastened to set up study areas for
through the index and we would the South Campus residents.
have been out of action for hours. Cones, for his great work, was
We are up against a cunning and thanked in a special interview witn
ruthless bore, Wheaton; I fear the President; I was waiting for n>m
Jackson Smith means business." as he came out of Williams.
"Cones," I said shakily, "need
"Cones!" I accosted him
^
we be in on this case at all? Surely you see the President?" My
the matter is more for Buildings & nodded that he had. "D "1
Grounds—"
congratulate you?" I asked
"Buildings & Grounds!" Cones was his reaction?"
.t
spun around in inspiration.
Cones smiled. "Actually. «
"Buildings & Grounds! Wheaton,
reminded me of two 45-degree
there's not a moment to lose!" In
angles."
„„
an instant, he had bundled me onto
"I beg your pardon, Conesr
the Long Walk and we were
" C o m p l i m e n t a r y , my aear
hurrying towards South Campus.
"But, Cones," I cried, "what is Wheaton." Sherbert Cones saw"Complimentary."
this?"
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Commentary
"Utility And Liberal Arts": A Response
by Gary Reisfteld

There recently appeared in the
TRIPOD an editorial entitled
"'Utility' and the Liberal Arts."
Much of the content of that
editorial was debatable, but there
were two points which I felt were
especially disconcerting. The first
was a glittering generality which
stated that ''Anyone at a liberal arts

institution should not be there for vis-a-vis Trinity, and most all liberal
'utility'". The fact is that in liberal arts institutions for that matter.
arts institutions today, more and The university in modern day
more people are demanding America is actually a center of
usefulness and applicableness from worldly and practical affairs. It
education and not merely may be unfortunate that these
education for education's sake. quotes lack veracity, but it
The second moot statement was nevertheless must be accepted that
that "Trinity is an ivory tower." we have evolved from the Platonic
This shows a great deal of naivete School of rhetoric, mathematics,

More Letters / / /
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cont. from page 9
I will not here address the issue
of whether students have any right
to suggest to the faculty how to
teach their courses. For the sake of
argument, I will accept the above
as a given. Yet even so, it must be
conceded that when criticizing
people with years more experience
and education than oneself, one
must be extremely careful and sure
of one's ground. At the very least
one must use correct English! The
Course Evaluations are sloppy and
show a lack of basic expository skill
which I believe to be insulting to
the entire Trinity community.
Some of the comments I find
offensive do not necessarily
contain errors but they constitute
the kind of poor writing that has no
place in such a booklet, or
anywhere else for that matter. For
example, "Qn the whole, the class is
considered a worthwhile learning
experience and Prof. X made it
even easier." Then we have, "The
only problem that .was found to be
annoying." I am glad the other
problems were enjoyable. And, "it
was not inspiring and was a letdown." All of the above quotations
exemploify the slang, redundancy
and awkward construction that
abounds in the book.

Even worse are the number of
sentences that display outright
incorrect grammar, syntax and
word usage. We are told that "Prof.
X seemed adamant towards opposing ideas" and that "Prof. X
was liked and attributed as being
enthusiastic." Does anyone have
an extra dictionary they could lend
the SGA? Again and again there
appear phrases such as "the
workload was too much" and "His
pupils claim he grades hard."
I find it hard to believe that
Trinity students are incapable of
using clear and correct English. If
they are, they certainly have no
business whatsoever offering
advice to the faculty. I suspect the
repeated errors in the Course
Evaluations (to say nothing of all
the typos) are a result of
carelessness rather than inability. I
find thisinexcuseable.
If the students honestly desire
to, and believe they can, constructively criticize their superiors,
the least they can do is devote the
necessary time and effort to do so
effectively. I realize that time is
limited, but I feel there is a certain
minimal level of literacy requisite
for publication.
If the editors of the Course
Evaluations cannot manage to find

the time to achieve the above, I
suggest they re-evaluate their
priorities. Either the booklet is
important enough to warrant doing
well or it is not worth doing at all.
In its current condition, the Course
Evaluation is a farce. It is useless to
the student and disrespectful to the
faculty.
Respectfully,
Leslie McCuaig '80

Mistaken Title
To the Editor:
Editorial reading of "Letters to
the Editor" should be a little more
careful, lest someone be unnecessarily
offended
or
misrepresented. I am referring to
last week's letter labeled "Studio
Arts Responds," signed by Susan
Coe Brown. This letter was
mistakenly titled; the tone of the
title and letter could lead one to
believe that the opinion of the
whole Studio Art department was
being represented by Ms. Brown,
However, I have ascertained
that she is not presenting the
reactions of the Studio Arts faculty
to my review of their current show,
but rather her own.
I advise caution in the future.
Thank you,
lulia B. Vigneron

For
Call when you
Deliciou's
leave - it will
Pizza and Hot
be ready upon
Oven Grinders
arrrival
Now serving Pastrami
& Cappicola grinders

and philosophy. When we closely
examine the strategies behind
today's students, colleges, graduate
and professional schools, and
government, we see that the forementioned quotes are the product
of an antiquated mind.
Although the emergence of
utilitarianism in modern education
could be seen as far back as the
1860's with the inauguration of the
elective system under C .W. Eliot of
Harvard, the demand for relevance
of education seems to be greater
now than ever before. Benjamin
DeMott, professor of English at
Amherst College , brings to light
this point through figures released
by the American Council on
Education. The Council recently
reported statistics comparing
preferred fields of study of freshmen entering colleges in 1974 and
1975 to those entering colleges in
1966. It is not surprising that these
figures show a steady movement
toward the applied fields such as
agriculture, business, health
related professions, forestry, etc.,
and away from less utilitarian
subjects. DeMott goes on to cite
figures that in 1966, 22 % of entering freshmen intended to major

in English, humanities, the fine
arts, or mathematics, while in 1975
that figure dropped dramatically to
10% . It is quite evident from these
figures as well as the underlying
causes for these trends, i.e. increasingly specialized division of
labor, explosion of knowledge,
increasing demand for expertise of
management in our technical and
bureaucratized society (Jencks and
Riesman, 1968) that students are
stipulating and obtaining utility
and specialization in education.
The colleges themselves,
whether by self-admission or while
vocalizing
opposition
to
specializations, are actually
tolerating it, or more accurately
stated, are structuring themselves
in such a manner conducive to
specialization. The Harvard
Committee (1945) formulated a
twofold support of this statement.
Firstly, individual subjects are
instructed by experts and are
presented in such a manner as to
draw potential experts, and,
secondly, colleges are organizing
them selves into rife departemnts
with further specialization within
each department. As a result of
this, even rudimentary courses are
cont. on page 4
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Bermuda
Breakaway

Take your break in Bermuda at the only
major hotel that's right on the beach.
Feel free and easy. Doing the things you like
to do. At the beautiful Sonesta Beach Hotel.
;ideH|Sl '
rk, •*

5 d a y s / 4 nights $279* per person iu-mr to .1 room)
• Roundtrip Jet coach air travel via Delta Airlines
• Mopeds • Horseback riding 'Breakfast and
Dinner daily/ Unlimited,tennis on six day/night
courts • Indoor pool • Nightly entertainment.
Available January 2 to January 31,1978.

PIZZA
Phone
247-0234

Richard
prop.

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford

*For further complete information and reservations, sue your campus rep.
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Carol Meyer
Woodward 26
Box 578
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More Arts
An Evening With Robert Klein
and the G.E. College Bowl, as well
as many great ad-lib lines. The
genius of his improvisational
abilities was highlighted when he
aptly noted the disparity in the No
Smoking sign when compared to
the Trinity banner. From that point
on Klein warmly referred to us as
the "No Smoking U."

by Randy Pearsall
After all the controversy,
Robert Klein made it to Trinity. If
you were not in attendance at the
Ferris Gymnasium on Saturday
night, you missed one of America's
foremost comedians; if you were
there, you were treated to an
evening of professional entertainment, a rarity on this
campus.

In addition to his straight
comedy, Klein also incorporated
music into his act. Superb harmonica playing filled any of the
rare pregnant pauses and provided
melody for his "I can't stop my leg"
number. For the second half of the
show, a Hartford pianist "Ray" was

During
the
consistently
humorous ninety minute show,
Klein covered a broad range of
comedy. His pieces included takeoffs on game shows like Jeopardy

brought
up
to
accompany Klein on
Together they turned
emotional rendition of
Fender hit "Feelings."

admirably
the piano.
in a great
the Freddy

An Evening With Robert Klein
will hopefully be the first of many
great concerts at Trinity. A
precedent has been established for
bringing major name artists on
campus and the well-behaved
crowd should enable us to use the
spacious
gym
again.
Congratulations go to the people
like Bob Shor, Randy Schwimmer,
and Nancy Stringer for giving this
campus a little humor

"Past Tense" At HSG
Noted performers George
Grizzard and Barbara Baxley will
appear in the world premiere of
Jack Zeman's Past TENSE, the
second production in the Hartford
Stage Company's Church Street
THEATRE November 25-January
1.
The play is described by HSC
producing director Paul Weidner
as a "bittersweet two-character
drama about a major American
institution—divorce,"
and
examines with great theatricality
the memories, pains, and pleasures
of a marriage coming to a close
after 27 years.
MT. Grizzard, in the role of
Ralph Michaelson, has earned an
N&£&$iN&Bfcve.&sl Of Broadway credits
that includes THE DISENCHANTED and BIG FISH,
LITTLE FISH (both of which
earned him Tony nominations),
THE HAPPIEST MILLIONAIRE,
THE DESPERATE HOURS,
WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA
WOOLF??, CALIFORNIA SUITE,
YOU KNOW I C ANT HEAR YOU
WHEN THE WATER'S RUNNING, CROWN MATRIMONIAL,
revivals
of
THE
GLASS
MENAGERIE, THE COUNTRY
GIRL and THE ROYAL FAMILY.
"
On TV he is well-known for his
portrayal of John Adams in THE
ADAMS CHRONICLES. Hif film
assignments include ADVISE AND

CONSENT, WARNING SHOT,
FROM THE TERRACE, and, most
recently, COMES A HORSEMAN
with Jane Fonda, James Caan and
Jason Robards,
Barbara Baxley, as Emily
Michaelson,
just
completed
Norman Lear's TV series ALL
THAT GLITTERS, playing the
boss, L.W. Miss Baxley recently
appeared as Mother Pearl in
Robert Altman's hit film NASHVILLE, and has also been seen in
EAST OF EDEN, ALL FALL
DOWN, NO WAY TO TREAT A
LADY, and the prize-winning THE
SAVAGE EYE. Since her New
York debut in the Tallulah
Bankhead-DDonald Cook revival
of PRIVATE LIVES, she has
created starring roles on Broadway
in PLAZA SUITE, SHE LOVES
ME, BUS STOP, PETER PAN,
THE THREE SISTERS, Tennessee
Williams' CAMINO REAL and
PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT, for
which she won the Philadelphia
Drama Critics' Award and a Tony
nomination. She has appeared on
stage twice previously with George
Grizzard, in THE TAMING OF
THE
SHREW
and
THE
MISANTHROPE.
Set design for the production is
by Hugh Landwehr, whose -many
HSC designs have -included
SHORT EYES, CANDIDA, and
the lavish BORN YESTERDAY.

•Costumes are by Claire Ferraris,
HSC's resident costumer designer,
with lighting by Judy Rasmuson.
Single tickets are now on sale
on a first-come basis for PAST
TENSE and other upcoming HSC
productions.

One Acts
The Theatre Arts Department
presents Lift One-Acts, free
workshop productions directed by
students
in
Prof.
Roger
Shoemaker's Theatre Arts 311
Directing Class.
The first piece, presented on
Monday, November 28 at 4:15
pan;,-is the first act of Tennessee
Williams' Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,
directed by Elizabeth Rodie.
Immediately following is The
Exception and the Rule by Bertolt
Brecht,
directed
by
Paul
Christensen.
On
Tuesday,
November 29 at 4:15 p.m., Lynn
Kennedy will direct The House of
Blue Leaves by John Guare,
followed by an excerpt from Jean
Genet's The Maids, directed by
Laurie Basch. The final works, to
be presented on Thursday,
December 1 at 4:15 p.m., are The
Brute by Anton Chekov, directed
by Tina Hestrom and The
Collection by Harold Pinter,
directed by J. Ross Hamilton, Jr.

"Mischief Mime" performed last Friday evening In Mather
Dining Hall.

Non-Folk
Society Concert

On Saturday, December 3rd,
The Trinity Folk Non-Society will
present the non-Ancient Orphic
Mystery Band in Hamlin Hall, at 9
p.m. This non-trio, which has its
first non-album not on the
Troubadoor label, does not play
and sing music of the so-called
"traditional" or Gaelic genre:
English, Scottish,, Irish, Welsh,
ballads and the like. They also do
not have an inspiring musical
ability, nor are they incredibly
dedicated to presenting their music
in an authentic manner.
The non-Ancient
Orphic
Mystery Band is not from

Washington, D.C., nor have thq
ever played in many of the folk
clubs there. They have never
played at the Folk Festivals of the
Smithsonian or Kennedy Center,
nor at the Northern Virginia Folk
Festival either.
In short, there are not a great
many reasons to hear them in
Hamlin Hall on December 3rd.
That is unless you don't like
acoustic folk and acappella harmonies finely presented. Also, the
non-Society is requesting the incredibly large donation of four
"bits" for entrance. Please don't
come or enjoy yourself.

TELEPHONE 247-4700

News Notes

USED FURNITURE
ANTIQUES AND MISCELLANEOUS
COINS AND STAMPS
289 NEW BRITAIN AVE
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

WE
BUY & SELL

Vacation Employment
Three full-time positions (35
hours/ week) are available in the
Admissions Office for four weeks,
December 19 through January 13.
Work includes opening mail, filing,
and giving tours. Interested
students who are staying or living
in the Hartford area during the
vacation period should see Larry
Dow.

Throughout the year, students
may invite faculty and staff
members to breakfast, lunch, or
dinner in Mather without additional charge. Faculty and staff
may also invite students to lunch in
Hamlin without additional charge
il the students present Mather
dining cards. The College Affairs
Committee encourages students,
faculty, and staff to take advantage
of this during the remaining days of
. the semester.

Class Schedule
Change
Undergraduate classes on
Monday, 5 December, will follow
the normal Friday format. Undergraduate classes on Tuesday, 6
December, will follow the normal
Thursday format. These changes
for these two days are necessary in
order that exactly 13 weeks of each
class cycle will be held this
semester. Wednesday, 7 December, will be a normal Wednesday.

Women's Center
Film
Union Maids, the classic
documentary about women in the
labor movement of the 1930's will
be shown this evening at 6:30 in
McCook Auditorium. The film by
Julia Reichert, James Klein y and
Miles Mogulescu is the last in the

Trinity Women's Center series of
films by independent feminist
filmmakers. The "stars" of Union
Maids are Sylvia, Kate, and Stella,
three women in their 60's who
vividly recount the way things were
back in the days when people
risked their jobs and lives to
organize trade unions. Their.stories
are intercut with newsreel footage
of labor struggles that serve to
recreate and make human one of
the most vital aspects of modern
American history. The film is free
and everyone is welcome. An
informal discussion will follow in
the Women's C enter.

Hartford Chorale
The Hartford Chorale will be
performing Handel's Messiah at
8:00 on Sunday, December 11, at
the Bushnell Memorial Hall in
Hartford. Student tickets are 50%
off, and prices vary with section of
theater. Tickets may be purchased
from Lisa Schwartz, box 745, or the
Bushnell box office.

We have finally opened!
The A College View Tavern
•215 Zion Street
(just over the rocks)

Now also serving Sunoh and dinner
OPEN:
Mon-Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday
NEW OWNER-MANAGER

9 a.m.'til 1 a.m.
9 a.m. 'til 2 a.m.
Closed [by law]
(next to H & L Package J

t

Resume Workshop
The Career Counseling Office
announces an important session
on the job search process. Jeff
Partridge, sales manager with
Aetna Life Insurance Company,
will discuss how to write an effective resume and how to interview for a job; Career Counseling staff will also be on hand to
answer questions. This workshop
will be held on November 28 at 7
p.m. in Wean Lounge.

Meditation Society
All students and faculty who
practice the Transcendental
Meditation (TM) technique are
urged to attend the first
organizational meeting of Students'
International Meditation Society
(S.I.M.S.). Place and time to be
announced via posters and forthcoming Tripod article. For more
information, call the Hartford
World Plan Center between 10
a.m. and 4 p.m. at 246-8821 and ask
for Charle, or call S.I.M.S. at 2426676 from 1 to 10 p.m. and ask for
Dave.

Maritime Studies
On Monday, 28 November 1977,
Professor Benjamin Labaree,
Director of the Williams/ mystic
Program in Maritime Studies, will
meet with students interested in
this program in Alumni Lounge of
Mather Campus Center at 12;00
noon. Students interested in attending for either the Fall Term
1978 or Spring Term 1979 must
apple during the month of January
1978. Additional information about
the program is available in an
orange binder in the Office of
Educational Services and Records.

Foik Society
Concert
On December 3rd in Hamlin
Hall at 9:00 p.m. the Folk Society
will present the Ancient Orphic
Mystery Band. This trio plays and
sings music of the traditional
genre. Requested donation will be
50c.

London School
Of Economics

Dean Winslow before the end of
this term if you are interested in
this possibliity in Great Britain.
Both James Essey and Bruce
Cameron, now seniors at Trinity,
were enrolled at the London
School of Economics last year.
Yolanda Sefcik is enrolled at the
London School of Economics from
Trinity College this year.

Wean Lounge, Mather Campus
Center. The topic of discussion will
be Professor H. McKim Steele's
recent public lecture on "The End
of European Hegemony: Implications for the Study of History."
Professor Steele will be on hand to
elaborate his ideas and to field
criticisms.

East A n | i a E c h a n

Letter 0rades

9

*

Until 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday, 22
November 1977, a student may
elect to receive a letter grade in a
course that he or she is presently
taking on a Pass/ Fail basis. Notice
must be given on a timely basis to
the Registrar's Office. No course
may now be converted from a
letter grade to the Pass/ Fail
system of grading.

9®

Students interested in this
exchange with a British university
for the 1978-1979 academic year
are reminded to read the information in the Office of
Educational Services & Records
and to obtain a copy of the
procedure sheet for applying.
Applications should be submitted
by 1 March 198. Interested applicants might also wish to speak to
a UEA student here on exchange
this year, Katherine Bowden, or
The first Faculty Forum of the Trinity students who were at UEA
year has been scheduled for 4 p.m. last year: H. Scotte Gordon and
on Tuesday, November 22, in the Deborah J. Sikkel.

Faculty Forum

Legislative
Conference

before the 1978 Connecticut General Assembly to aid private college
students. In addition to a review of
The Connecticut chapters of existing programs, new and innoCOPUS, The Coalition of In- vative ideas will be considered.
dependent College and University
For further information, please
Students, are presenting a one day contact the Conference Director,
legislative issues conference on Box LLL, Wesleyan University,
December 3, 1977 at Wesleyan Middletown, CT. 06457.
University. This conference will
permit student, governmental, and
educational leaders to consider the
future of independent higher
education within the context of
The
Connecticut
State
rising tuition and institutional
expenses. As tuition and costs rise, Department of Education is
independent college students and sponsoring several internships
the institutions are encountering designed to provide a part-time
serious financial difficulties. These work/ learning experience for fullproblems must be addressed and time students. Interns will be
policy developed to prevent the responsible for a particular project
weakening of higher education. to be completed on a mutually
The Conference is designed to convenient schedule. These
inform student leaders about issues projects deal with various aspects
directly affecting students at inde- of the educational process and will
pendent colleges. The conference require a wide range of skills. For
will concentrate on the rising cost more information, contact the
of tuition and proposals that will be Career Counseling Office.

Education
Internships

How to convince
Mom and Dad to buy you
a prepaid Trailways ticket home
Check boxes, clip out, mail to parents.
•

Dear Mom and Dad,

i
i
i
i
i

Things are swell here at college except, of course, the
food, which is so bad that I'm • down to 91 lbs. • living on
salted water • sending samples to the biology lab D hoping
you'll buy me a prepaid Trailways ticket home to get a decent
meal.
I sure could go for some of Mom's good ol' • apple pie
• Riz de Veau a la Financiere • biood transfusions • Trailways tickets paid for at your local station and picked up at
mine.
Dad, next time we get together, I want to tell you
• about my part-time job • how I suddenly realized what a
truly wise and magnanimous fellow you are • where I left
your car last New Year's Eve • thanks for making this trip
possible with a prepaid Trailways ticket.
I also need some advice on • a personal matter • my
backhand • where one can hire decent servants these days
• how to separate you from a few bucks for a prepaid Trailways ticket.
Got to sign off now and go Q to class • to pieces
• drop three or four courses Q to the Trailways station to
see if anyone sent me a prepaid ticket to get out of here for
the weekend.
Love,

I
I

Present sophomores interested
in study at the London School of
Economics and Political Science
for the 1978-1979 academic year
should have at least a B average
through the first term of their
sophomore year. Please plan to
talk to Professor LeRoy Dunn and
For Sale:

Brand new women's size 8
Earth Shoes $15. Call 527-3151
x208
LOST:

1 silver Waterman pen with
gold clasp. Blue Flair type,
great sentimental value,
reward. Contact Box 718

P. S.. Just go to the Trailways station and pay for my ticket, tell
them who it's for and where I am. I pick the ticket up here
when I go to catch the bus.

collage §port ihop

There is a $5 service charge for prepaid tickets. The user will be notified by the nearest Trailways terminal when the fickei is ready. Prepaid
round-trip tickets are good for one year from the date of purchase/Prepaid one-way tickets are good for 60 days from the date of purchase.

mmmmmmmmJ

Incredible special:
Bancroft squash rackets folly
strung with tournament nylon.
ONLY $19.95
We also now offer T Shirt
Lettering
247-9905

112 New Britain Ave.

1111

For more information call Trailways

527-2128

•it
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More Sports
The Sun Sets On Our Centennial Season
by Chief Mosca
Despite the unfulfUling 3-5
record, there are some stories
which should be told about the
Trinity football Bantams in their
centennial season. Although none
of them will make their way to
Screen Gems, here they are:
"The Lennie Lortie Story"—
Soph. Lennie Lortie started the
year as one of three quarterbacks.
As the season progressed, Lennie
was converted to defensive back,
but his quarter-backing days were
not over. Every practice the second
team defense runs the "demo"
squad, which means they
demonstrate the upcoming opponents plays and formations so
that the first line defense will be
better prepared on game day. To
do this a quarterback is needed so
Lennie, with his Q.B. experience,
passed his way to glory every
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday afternoon. On Saturday he
was a reserve defensive back.
Lenny performed a thankless but
vital task. While others might have
complained or quit, Lenny stuck it
out. No fanfare, no satisfaction,
just pure unselfishness.

Pye On China
cont. from page 1
which changes have occurred. He
preceded to outline recent
developments and where they seem
to be leading China.
M|K;l5f^£s.Vul* Yews, Chou En-lai
'recruiteaacoalitionoileaders who
could bring China in the twentyfirst century as a modern, industrial
power. After Chou's death in
January, 1976, Teng Hsiao-ping, a
veteran administrator, was appointed Premier and then quickly
replaced by Hua Kuo^eng, a
relatively untested bureaucrat who
had nonetheless won Mao's
confidence. This signaled a
movement toward the so-called
"radicals," including Mao's wife,
Chiang Ching. There followed the
mob upheavals in Peking and later
the terrible Tangshah earthquake
in the summer of 1976, resulting in
hundreds of thousands dead. But
the great event of the year had yet
to come: the death of Mao Tsetung in September. Following soon
after Mao's death, the arrest of the
"Gang of Four" and the attack
upon anything connected with the
"radi'ials" indicated the takeover of
a moderate groug of leaders—
primarily older men experienced in
the bureaucracy and the military.
During his trip, Professor Pye
noted the constant references to
the "Gang of Four" an"d to expunging this element from- Chinese
society. Now leadership is in the
hands of a group, headed by Hua
Kuo-feng and, to some extent,
Teng Hsiao-ping; it is difficult to
tell who will move into a position of
control in the future.
One shift which is occurring is a
revision of the education system
from the egalitarian ideological
approach of the Cultural
Revolution to a stiff examination
system organized by province.
China has the lowest percentage of
students among the developing
nations and has not taken in
university entering classes in the
last two years. The new group of
students will number 200,000 with
cbances oE admittance varying
from 1/ 200 to 1/ 500, figures at
which American students would
certainly shudder! This policy is
bound to result in social tension,
" for those who do not enter

"The Scott Coyne and Brian
OTJonoghue Story": Scott Coyne's
shoulder and Brian (?Donoghue's
knee are not pretty sights.
Surgeon's knives have left their
marks. As a result of their
operations, Scott and Brian have
had to play in extreme pain all
year. They could have dodged
practices and sought extra refuge
in the training room, but they
didn't. They got taped, practiced,
and never missed a thing. Bravado?
Perhaps. Most likely it was old
fashioned guts.
"The Floyd Monroe, Moose
Poulin, and Tommy Heffernan
Story"—These three players led by
example. They didn't holler or
make empty speeches; they simply
played football. Floyd was the
mainstay in a revolving door
defensive backfield, Moose
provided the cohesive force in the
defensive line, and Tommy Heff
never quit, blocking harder in the
fourth quarter than in the first.
"The Frank Rowland Story"—
When the season began, Frank
Rowland was slated as back-up
fullback. Three days into preseason, a lack of depth at offensive

tackle forced Frank into the line.
On his first practice in the pits,
Frank broke his hand and was out
of action for three weeks. While he
was rehabilitating and adjusting to
his new position, the F.B. job
opened up. If not for the move to
tackle, Frank would have opened
against Bowdoin at Fullback, but
fate was against him. With hard
work he broke into the line-up and
played regularly. Next season look
for Frank Rowland to pick up
where Tommy Heffernan left off.
"The Senior Mystery"—When
the class of '78 were the freshmen
of '74, over 40 were members of the
Baby Bants. The class that was
going to lead Trinity to glory in its
100th year steadily dwindled.
Ironically, the biggest talent hunt
in Trinity football history ended up
with just thirteen seniors.
"The Ducky Story"—His real
name was Richie but he was known
as Ducky. The pudgy sixth grader
in the Star Wars T-shirt came to
every practice. He carried blocking
dummies, hung around the locker
room, and idolized everyone
wearing blue and gold. If a bunch
of college kids in pads can fulfill a
12 year old's fantasies, it was all
universities may face leaving worthwhile.
homes, even in the cities, to do
agricultural work in the coun- about 35 yuan a month to 100 yuan
tryside.
a month, which is low by our
The Chinese government has standards, but because of the low
also decided to speed up cost of goods in China, an urban
development of technologically family of four can live reasonably
advanced areas like Shanghai and well on an income of 80 yuan a
Manchuria, replacing the Maoist month.
policy of reducing the gap between
In general, the economic trend
primary and secondary industrial in China; seems to be toward
centers. Thus some areas will lag moving power back to the center, a
behind; the possibility of unem- concentration of decision-making
ployment
and
economic and planning. The previous Maoist
dislocation could be another emphasis on decentralization is
source of conflict for Chinese being reversed and the Chinese are
society.
pushing ahead with new oil
It is difficult to determine the discoveries in order to mechanize
rate of success of the Chinese agriculture and develop a modern
economy; this is partly due to a industrial capacity. Clearly, despite
lack of reliable statistical date on a enormous progress in the last
regular basis. However, the twenty-five years, the Chinese have
Chinese do not follow the same a long way to go toward building a
economic reesumptions as Western modern economy.
capitalist economies^-they view
Professor JJye concluded that
capital as free, and deny the China is still "working out its
concepts of profits. Industrial taxes problems—the weight of Conare set very low by our standards, fucian tradition against the
as low as 12'/i in the steel industry, revolutionary fervor of a rapidlyand profits are sometimes as high changing society. It must confront
as 60-70%. But what is meant by hard choices: the balance between
these terms? Because the Chinese a revolutionary ideology-oriented
define these terms differently, the state versus an economic
meaning of their statistics changes. technology-oriented state being the
Many economists therefore see the foremost one. The United States
Chinese as incredibly ingenious or
must also face difficult choices in
incredibly mistaken. Professor Pye
pointed out that China, unlike foreign policy and defense: the
many other countries, has a very recognition that there are two
sensitive and effective incentive different Chinas which both affect
system in agriculture in which Asia and that we must develop
workers are rated by the quantity policies to deal with both Chinas
and quality of their work and by for the present. These are the
issues, Professor Pye said, which
their political attitude.
will face China and America in the
The Chinese still have great future. For those interested in
problems with stimulating in- further reading on contemporary
dustrial workers, due to the lack of China, I would recommend
wage increases since the 1950s in Professor Pye's books, China: An
an attempt to hold prices and Introduction and Mao Tse-tung:
wages steady. Wages extend from The Man in The Leader.

Autumn Awards And Letters
There were 189 letter-winners
at both the Varsity and the JV level
this fall at Trinity. 82 intrepid
athletes earned JV letters, 30 of
them being women. At the Varsity
level 107 stalwart souls earned their
parchment, 32 of them women,
The coveted Gold Awards were
given to 17 courageous out of the
107, a singular honor for these
athletes who have devoted much of
their college free-time to Varsity
athletics.

The 17 Gold Award
Winners are: for Football-John K.
Doldoorian, Jr., Thomas M.
Heffernan, David S. Henderson,
Karl R. Herbst, James T. Leone, R.
Marc Montini, David Poulin, and
James P. Smith; for Soccer;
William F. Dodge, Michael J.
Kluger, Thomas D. Lenahan,
Aaron B. Thomas, and Greg H.
Madding; for Field HockeyCaptain Olivia D. Brown; for Cross
Country-Danny F. Howe, John M.
Sandman., and Jonathan B. Sendor.

The 1977 Bantam defense hustling to hold down the enemy offense.
photo by Brian Thomas

Waterpolo In Nationals
Three waterpolo players from
the Trinity College Waterpolo
Team—Kent Reilly, Rob Calgi,
and Rob Meyer participated in the
National Indoor A.A.U. Nationals
held this past weekend at Brown
University. The team was composed of All-New England
selections of the major Div. II New
England Schools (U.RJ., Boston
College) plus members of the AllNew England teams of past years.
The team was called the Trinity
Waterpolo Team and finished
Seventh out of Fourteen teams.

Games were playeJ on Friday
and Saturday, they beat the U. !
Mass Waterpolo C lub 7-5, and then j
lost to N.Y.A.C. "A" 17-4, '
N.Y.A.C."B" 134, and U.Penn. 86. The team played exceptionally
weE in spite of the fact that they
had never practiced together, Both
Reilly and Calgi started while
Meyer assumed the position of
Player-Coach. Reilly led the
Trinity scoring over the course of
the tournament with six goals while
Calgi contributed three goals and
Meyer two goals.

Ski Class
Anyone interested in taking skiing through the Phys. Ed. Degt
this winter should sign up at Jane Millspaugh's office in F.A.C.'
Registration will begin Nov. 28 and go until the semester's end.
The course is run at Ski Sundown in New Hartford, Ct. The
Sundown instructors do the teaching Thursday evenings beginning i
Jan. 19, from 6-11. There's l'/j hours of instruction, and another
hour or more of free skiing time. The cost of lessons, lifts, and bus is i
$43.00. Rentals run another $4.50 per lesson, and must be paid at
the time of registration. Checks made payable to the Trustees of |
Trinity College must accompany registration in order to reserve a
, spot in the class. All on a first come-frst served basis. For further
information contact Jane Miilspaugh at Ext. 453 or F.A.C.
Women's Intramural CrtissCountry Results
On Tuesday, Nov. 15, six women participated in an intramural
Cross Country race. The course was two miles around the campus.
) The participants are to be commended for their fine efforts. The
runners and their times are:
'1st Robin Wulsin
12:9.3
2nd Kim Henning
12:11.5
'3rd Liz Parker
15:31
4th Wendy Jennings 15:46
>5th Janice Wilkes
16:1.5
6th Tracey Newman 19:16

Trinity Crew At The Frostbite
by Nick Noble
Last Saturday oarspeopl; from
Trinity participated in the annual
Frostbite Regatta in Philadelphia.
It was a sunny day, though brisk
and cool; a great day for rowing.
The finest performance for
Tiinity was turned in by the
women, who finished second by
three feet and one-tenth of a
second behind an entry by the
Potomac Boat Club. A bad start
marred an otherwise perfect race
by the Bantam oarswomen.
A Men's Freshman Eight
finished second in its mixed race

behind an entry from the very
strong Vespers Boat Club, A
number of women in.the Vespers
Boat had rowed for the U^'
Women's Olympic team.
Trinity's double scull and Harry
Graves in a single scull also roweo
at the frostbite. Their less than
superb showings were due pn
cipally to their lack of pracu
time in their respective shells, inu
Trinity Crew finishes up its '
season on a powerful note, »
looks ahead with eager anticipate
to the Spring.

Registration for 3rd Quarter
Physical Education Classes
Lobby of Ferris
Athletic Center
Nov. 28-Dec. 7
9-12 A.M.

The TRIPOD staff cheerfully
announces the departure ot
Editor, Marc Blumenthal, toms
at 11:57 p.m., Jackson Dorm- A
journalism fans welcome.
Hi Alice!
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More Sports
Hockey Is Happening
by Nancy Lucas
In the chilly confines of practice, the enthusiasm radiated
Glastonbuiy Arena, the Trinity by this fun-loving yet hard-working
hockey team practices diligently, bunch leads me to believe that this
readying themselves for the coming could be true.
season. In the past year the hockey
On Saturday night, the team
program at Trinity has come a long
way. Last year, the Bants made it to participated in the Third Annual
the Div. HI playoffs, which they Alumni game, in which they
*»./*
hosted. This season their goal is to outscored the post-grads, 8-3. Paul
Davidson, assistant coach of the
get there once again.
Coach John Dunham is quite Bants, coached the alumni team,
optimistic about this year's team. bringing some of his friends along
He feels they have a lot of speed, to play. Trin back-up goalie Dave
hustle and scoring ability. The first Snyderwine was the opposing
line, consisting of Tom Lenahan at goalie, and Will Bullard, Dave
center and Tom Keenan and Bob Koeppel, and Rich. Kingsley also
Plumb at the wing positions, is played with the twelve or so alumni
basically the "hub of the offense," that came for the game. (A note of
but coach Dunham will be able to irony: Not one alumni scored—the
play four forward lines this year three goals picked up by the team
with the addition of talented fresh- were scored by Bullard, who got
men Tom Chase, Larry Rosenthal, two, and Kingsley.)
and Peter Duncan. Co-capt.
Lenahan, who scored 26 goals and
Tom Lenahan said a "fun time"
19 assists for 45 points last season,
was had by all, and the game also
is hoping to better that this season.
gave the Bants some good practice
Potent scorer George Brickley
for the season ahead.
Varsity
pnckstem se
should also do very well.
varsity pncicsters
set upa play during the week's rlgonnwpractfce schedule at Glastonbary rink.
There is also much added depth
at defense. Dana Barnard, who as a
Crowd support is greatly apfreshman last year was chosen for preciated, and the Glastonbury
by Dave Smith
and coaches. There is a sense of many big teams, but because they
the second team Div. i n All-stars, Arena is easily reached from route
by Dave
Smithbasketball togetherness
and coaches. There
a sense of
bic teams, hut iwnnu t^d
where isHarman
is manv
The 1977-78
Trinity
are quick, hustling and funand others should privide solid 84 (ask any of the players for
protection for goalie Walkowicz, directions). I heartily recommend team, which will begin its current considered a member of the team damentally sound, they should be
one of the top netminders in the taht everyone come out, have a season on December 3, will have an rather than just a coach. These are able to offset this drawback.
division.
good time, and be treated to some entirely new look. This year's the factors that produce a winning Coached by Ron Cretaro, the
Coach Dunham also predicted super hockey (but be sure to bring squad has a new head coach, new | team. "I expect more from the J.V.'s are headed by sophomores
that this hockey team may just be something to keep warm). First assistant coach, and an entirely players than most first year Woody Baird, Marshall Dudley,
coaches," voiced Harman. In his Bill Gabor, Tony Crosby, Pete
one of the best Trinity teams all home game is Dec. 7, against new program.
estimation,
he has been getting it. Borges, Jon Blake, Rick Nahill,
The
new
head
coach
is
Bill
Quinnipiac,
year. From watching them
"I've been very happy with the PeteQuinlin, and Claude Sangiolo,
Harman who, at 24, is extremely
intensity and aggressiveness on the and freshmen John Ewing, John
young
coach.
•
T>
J
y° un B for
f° r aa college head co
floor. The players are really willing Bertolini, Ed Phelan, and Dave
Smith.
ge oa
to sacrifice for the team."
had seven years of coaching exAfter two weeks of senior's
With their season opener
perience, spending four years on
On November 1st the Women's
the high school level, and coaching
success.
Highlights
of
the
season
Varsity Basketball team began are sure to be the speed and agility for the past three years here at
practicing for the 1978 season. of Drew, the rebounding and inside Trinity. His assistant this year is 22
Although their first game is not game of Higgins, and the outside year old Steve Siegrist, a recent
until January 19th at Dartmouth, shooting of McDermott and Trinity graduate, whose great
these early sessions have been Anderson. In addition, the talent of understanding of the game of
essential in acquainting an almost the newcomers is sure to provide basketball should be a valuable
entirely new team to Trinity's style many thrills and surprises. A large asset to the coaching staff, "I'm
of play. Despite the fact that only part of the team's success will really looking forward to meeting
two seniors were lost to graduation depend on the ability of the players the challenge of a new program,"
last year, only four players to stay in shape over the holidays, commented Siegrist.
returned with experience. Two since the first game is three days
Coach Harman has all the tools
juniors were lost to exchange after vacation.
of making a tremendously
programs, including star guard Sue
successful head coach. The
Levin, who is playing ball for the
combination of his knowledge of
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
University of California at Santa
the game and his hard-nosed
Barbara, and four other players did
coaching has gained the respect of
The team is looking good, and all his players already, • yet his
not return. This this year's team is
built around a small nucleus of would appreciate your support in young age allows for easy comexperienced players: Senior January.
munication between the players
Brent Cawelti against Brad Gold on the pre-season BasketbaU court.
Captain Nancy McDermott, and
v
.••• •
.• W,-^
Photg by Carol Goldberg '
practice and a week of try outs, the
sophomores Cindy Higgins, Cathy
against MJ.T. less than two weeks
squad was trimmed from over 35
Anderson, and Lanier Drew. The
awayi the Bantams will be working
hopefuls to just 23 players. The extra hard to make this season one
new
team
members
are:
team is led by a contingent of nine that people will always remember
sophomore Jane Dwight, and
seniors who, along with two juniors rather than try to forget. Although
freshmen Lisa Bourget, Debbie
and two sophomores, make up the he is very hopeful and excited
°avis, Sarah Parron, Cathy Schvarsity. Eight sophomores head the about the upcoming season,
wartz, Holly Doremus, Candi
J.V. roster, while only four fresh- Harman cautioned, "I can't change
Ptuchino, and Anne Madarasz.
men were able to make the team. things overnight. It's a matter of
The two major obstacles for
The front court combines time. I won't measure our success
this young team are inexperience
height, agility and quickness with by wins and losses. If we make
and a lack of height. The coaching
extremely accurate shooting, strong improvements in defense,
staff of Robin Sheppard, Sue
which should enable them to out- offense, and team play, then I will
McCarthy, and Drew Hyland are
score, out-rebound, and out-play be happy." However, Harman
dealing with the inexperience
their much taller and heavier needn't be so despondent about the
problem by continually stressing
opponents. Seniors Brent Cawelti, upcoming season, for the Bantams
both conditioning and the basics of
Bob Rosenfield and George Smith are a far improvement? over last
the game. As for the height
go 6-6", 6'5" and 6'3" respectively years team. Concentrating heavily"
Problem, the coaches have decided
with 6'5" junior Brad Gold and 6*3" on a scrappy and hustling defense,
to forego the idea of an offense
junior Dave Whelan rounding out the team will use strong ijill-cputt •
revolving around a dominating
the front line. The back court's man-to-man pressure on defense
•nside force at center, since the
quickness should ignite the and make use of their (remendotis
st w o m a
t?'!f
n on the team stands at
Bantams' running style of play. Led quickness and superior shooting to
y"- Once again the women will be
by Captain Paul McBride, and defeat teams offensively. Trinity's
Spending on their speed, their
fellow seniors Steve Krasker, Larry home opener is December b
endurance, and their mastery of
Wells, John Bridge, Jack Thomp- against Clark and Coach Harman
'he fundamentals, in order to
son and Arthur Blake and is hoping for a big turnout. "We're
control the tempo of future games.
sophomores Willie Rosshirt and looking for a lot of support from
The outlook for the coming
Barry Schendall, they should the school. Everybody's been
se
ason is promising. After only two
provide the stability to makea working very hard and I think
weeks of practice, the team is
strong contender.
we're going to have a successful
taping up a n ( j beginning to
season." It should be a season of
Because
their
biggest
man
is
execute its man to man offenses
lively and exciting basketball that
under
6*4",
the
J.V.
team
will
have
and defenses with a high degree of
A host of Bantam babes go op for the BasketbaU during a workout in the
a tremendous disadvantage against the school so sorely missed
ht
Ferris gym.
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A History
Part One: The Beginning
by Nick Noble
Since that December day in
1891 when Dr. James Naismith
first posted his thirteen rules of
Basket-Bali at the Springfield
Y.M.C.A. Training School, the
game spread like wildfire throughY.M.C.A.s and Boys' Clubs across
the nation.
During the winter of 1893-94,
Joseph Devine Flynn, a freshman
at Trinity and a local boy, was
introduced"''to Basketball at the
Hartford Y.M.C.A. He fell in love
with the sport, and introduced it to
his friends at the college. Ralph W.
Foster, Trinity's gymnasium instructor, collaborated with Flynn in
organizing the sport within the
Trinity curriculum.
Gymnasium instruction was required of all freshmen and
sophomores two hours a week. The
Trinity Tablet in December of the
.eotyege year 1894-1895 had this
*««Soiti\t«tt£ent-. "A platform has,
been provided for the instructor of
the gymnasium classes, and
basketball has been introduced as a
new feature of the required work
among the underclassmen. The
game is growing in favor among
the men in general, and there is
talk of forming a team to represent
the college."
Trinity College's first Basketball game against outside competition was played on Dec. 8, 1894.

"A team picked from the basketball enthusiasts of the college
defeated the Hartford High School
Team 6 goals to one (18-3)." Flynn
captained the squad, and along
with Foster was its coach. "A
return game was played in the
TMCA gymn and was won by the
High School 9 goals to 5 . "
A Trinity Basketball team
played their first season in 1895-96.
Flynn was captain and coach, and
they played informally us. local
YMCA competition, compiling an
unenviable 1-4 record. Still, the
Trinity Basketball tradition had
been set firmly in motion.
Joseph Devine Flynn '97 can be
rightfully called the First Father of
Trinity Bcsketbal. A few short
years after his graduation he
returned to the Summit as an
instructor/Professor in Mathematics, and stayed for ten years. He
also served admirably on the
Athletic Advisory Council of the
faculty, and was always a great
lover of Trinity . In later
years he worked for Travellers
Insurance Company, and until just
before his death in 1939 he was
Manager of the Connecticut Dept.
of Motor Vehicles.
If J.D. Flynn is the First Father
of Trinity Basketball, its second
father and its guiding light during
the game's infancy at the college
was George Bernhardt Velte. A
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Springfield graduate, Velte arrived
at Trinity in the Fall of 1896 to take
over the gymnasium from the
departing Ralph Foster. It was
primarily due to his efforts that
1896-97 was a banner year for
Trinity Basketbal. Flynn was again
Captain, and Velte became the
squad's unofficial mentor and
coach. The team produced a
winning 9-6 record against YMCA,
military, and for the first time
collegiate opposition.
It was in this year that Trinity
formed the nation's first inter-collegiate Basketball league: The
Triangular League, consisting of
Yale, Wesley an, and the Trinity
Bantams. Both Yale and Trinity
beat Wesley an, and were 1-1
against each other. So I guess that
technically both Yale and Trinity
share the distinction of being tied
for the first intercollegiate chain-:
pionship in the country. However,
due to outside pressure the league
folded at the close of its maiden
season.
After Flynn's graduation,
despite George Velte's efforts,
Basketball floundered at Trinity.
For the next three years something
called "Water-Wicket" took much
interest away from the gymns and
into the pools. Only three games
were played between September of
1897 and June of 1899, and all were
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Joseph Devine Flynn '97: The First Father of Trinity Basketball.
season because they played
lost.
In the year 1899-1900 Trinity so-called "professional" team (the
again played very few games, but 2nd Signal Corps of Brooklyn)
fielded one of her strongest teams during Christmas vacation. Agains
up to that time. The 2-0 squad is the Trinity Athletic Association
the only undefeated Basketball dropped the team as a recognized
team in the college's history, and sport.
In 1911 the axe fell. The Trinity
while you may laugh at the tiny
number of games and the Faculty Committee on. College
embryonic nature of the sport, Athletics decreed that no Basketthink on this: against very strong ball team would be allowed to play
YMCA competition, in an era when under the name of Trinity College,
a high scoring game was something Their reasons were threefold: 1)
like 16-15, Trinity recorded marks Basketball facilities at Trinity were
of 30-6 and 26-8 in these two poor (very true but kind of weak),'
2) That the team had been run by a
contests.
The success of the previous small group of men who regarded it
season did much to brighten the primarily as a business venture
college's perception of her Basket- (getting stronger); and 3) That the
ball team. Also, Professor Flynn teams had brought no credit to the
was back and was coaching in the college. This last r e a s o n , ^ 1 0 ^
year 1900-01. A full 13 game interpreted in a couple of vi&vs.
schedule was played, and although Certainly they had brought no
the team achieved but a miserable credit by winning: victory was as
3-9-1 record, the game again was alien to them in six years as it had
popular. That year the team joined been to the original Mets. Still,
the newly formed New England there was another way in which
they brought no credit. An Ivy
Basketball Association.
For the next four years George quote about that last Basketball
Velte assumed the duties of head team of 1910-11 is very key, 1 think:
"probation played havoc with the
coach, although the team strugBasketball
team this year." Sacrigled, both on the court and off.
Velte's first respectable (but ficing academic endeavor for
losing) 5-6 season in 1901-02 was athletic (or more likely "business')
interests is not going to endear any
followed by a couple of years in
which he totalled a pair of victories College faculty to your operation.
In the 8 years between 1911 and
against ten losses.
1919-20 no Basketball was played
In 1902 the N.E. Association
folded, and for a number of reasons by a Trinity team vs. outside
the Trinity Athletic Association compeition, but that does not mean
that the sport died out completely
decided to withdraw recognition of
on the Summit. Interclass games
the Trinity Basketball team as an
officail sport. Velte's strenuous and intramural contests were popuefforts on the team's behalf got lar, and it was still used extensively
in gymnasium instruction. On
Basketball reinstated officially in
December 3rd 1918, in the first
1904-05, just in time for a winning
post-war college year, the faculty
season. But that Fall Velte degave permission for an outside
parted for greener pastures, and
contest to be played between a
Trinity Basketball began a six year
team of Trinity Informals and the
plunge downhill.
St.'Thomas Seminary of Hartfor^
Velte's leaving caused more
Trinity lost 40-21. In January W
than a little consternation among
the Freshmen formed a team ana
those faculty concerned with
began playing games outside the
Trinity Athletics, and those studcollege. Ralph Pierpont was the
ents equally inclined. George B.
guiding force on the team, but ne
Velte, upon his departure, began
had to leave school and Ray
thirty years of service as Physical
Norlund became captain.
.
Education Director of St. Mark's
In
1919-20
Varisty
Basketbaw
School. He tried (in vain) to
was revived as an informal spo
introduce Basketball to the Hockeyunder Coach Harry Edwards; or
minded preppies. He did however
Springfield College, "a fighter
manage to bring Basketball to
from the word g o " . In 1920-21 the
Brantwood Camp in Peterborough,
team posted its first winning
N.H., where he was Physical
season since 1905, 8-6, unde
Instructor for eleven years.
Coach Harold "Spud" Drew. Later
With Velte's exodus, the orin his career Drew garnered.
ganization and running of the
superlative
reputation coacni's
Basketball team fell to the studfootball at: the University °
ents. This somewhat reckless
Alabama. "Spud" Drew continue
undergraduate administration led
to
coach until his departure in
to some serious difficulties, the
In the Fall of 1924 Ray
least of which were their horribly
Oosting
arrived at Trinity
losing ways. Over the next six
years they won only 18 games while Springfield, and the Golden Age'
Trinity Basketball was begun. o»
losing 48. In 1908 Trinity was
that is for another time.
disqualified from the AAU for a

